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Fiction

Mia Maks - “Above it all”

He had been waiting for this moment for years. Countless hours of training and preparation have led

up to this, and he thought he was ready. But nothing could have prepared him for standing at the base

camp of Annapurna and looking up at the world’s deadliest peak. He was suddenly very aware of how

small and fragile he was. It was 2 am and instead of sleeping, he stood outside in the frosty air

contemplating whether he should wait another 24 hours or begin his ascent now.

“How does the weather look?” Tom asked, turning to his best friend and climbing buddy Ben who was

standing next to him.

“Well, I just checked the forecast, and I think we are good to go,” Ben replied, arms crossed as he looked

up at the night sky. “There's like a 30% chance of precipitation, but the temp is supposed to stay in the

high twenties and low thirties with minimal wind. I think now is as good of a time as any.”

“I say we go for it,” Tom said. Ben nodded, and they excitedly started gathering their gear. Living out of

a tent and making all your meals o� of a camping stove gets old pretty fast, and they had been at base

camp for almost two months waiting for the weather to be suitable for the climb. One weather system

after another blew through, and they were prepared to head back down and try again another year, but

tonight looked promising. Tom grabbed his cellphone and sent a quick message to his wife before they

found their backpacks and checked to make sure everything was in them. They �lled up water bottles
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and made sure they had their extra yards of rope, crampons, spare gloves, and other necessities. These

are starting to get heavy Tom thought as he watched Ben put two more oxygen tanks in his backpack.

He had a total of three. Tom had two. Five total is fine he thought as he disregarded his third oxygen

tank. My pack will be lighter now and we weren't gonna need that oxygen anyway. He checked his watch

and it read 2:15 am. They started moving a little faster, and made their way out of the tent. He touched

the yellow fabric that had become so familiar and comforting.

“Ready?” Ben asked with a smile as he slung his backpack over his shoulders.

“Ready, Benny. Let's go.” Tom replied.

They walked through base camp and watched the bustle of other climbers preparing to edevor on the

same mission as them. The jagged edges of the mountain in front of them cut childish patterns out of

the stunning night sky. Their headlamps bore small holes into the vast darkness they marched into, and

excitement swelled within them as the reality of what they were doing sunk in. Save your energy Tom

reminded himself. He wanted to run. Full-on sprint up the path. He had this unordinary drive to get as

high as possible as quickly as possible, but he knew that over exerting himself now would not be wise.

He slowed down to match Ben’s steady and slow pace.

“Ok, what’s our E.T.A. back to base?” Tom questioned.

“Hopefully around 4, quarter to 5 at the latest, but you know how mountains are. You don’t make the

rules up there,” Ben said with an enthusiastic smile. Tom sighed, his breath visible in the frosty air. He

de�nitely knew that was true. Mountains can be as unpredictable and unforgiving as the ocean. An
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uncomfortably anxious feeling turned in their stomachs as they recalled this one’s reputation of

crumbling on top of people. You don't go swimming when you know there’s going to be a storm, and

you get out of the water as soon as you hear thunder. The problem with mountains is that once you

climb up, there's the problem of getting down. There's no getting out.

“Look, there's our tent,” Tom chuckled, pointing to the far left corner of the camp where their little

yellow home was illuminated by a nearby lantern. A smile came across both of their faces. They were

enough distance away from base now that they could see the whole collage of tents that made up the

camp. It was like an elaborate quilt of colors covering the snowy ground.  The men looked at each

other, and turned away from base camp for the �nal time.

They trekked onward, one foot after another. They conversed about anything and everything, and

sooner than they expected, the sun began to rise. They watched the sun travel along its predictable path

as the hours melted together and they got higher. They walked up the snowy path that looked glittery

under the bright sunlight, and followed the northwest face upward. We’re at about 18000 feet, Tom

thought. The months at camp had acclimated their bodies to being higher above sea level, but as they

climbed their words grew fewer as their bodies and lungs began to feel the increasing altitude. They

persevered, spellbound by the white landscape that shifted and moved unpredictably. Over on a ridge

not too far to their right, they saw a large section of snow break o� and slide. Avalanches are many

climbers' worst fear and for good reason. They are terrifyingly beautiful; huge clouds of white that

bury everything in their path. The men said internal prayers of thanks that they were lucky enough not
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to be in its way. Footsteps and heavy breathing became the only audible sounds coming from either of

them, and after a few hundred more feet they took a pause.

“How are you feeling?” Tom asked, patting Ben sturdily on the shoulder.

“Good,” he replied, taking the metal-spiked crampons out of his backpack and strapping them to his

boots. Tom did the same. “Come on, let's get moving so we don't get cold.”

Ben’s right, it is getting colder, Tom internally noted. He studied the sky and the interesting patterns of

the clouds. They looked so close. The new vantage point was fascinating and he speculated what they

would look like once he reached Annapurna’s summit. Another thing he began to notice was that the

clouds to their east were very dark, and moving towards them. Ben also apparently noticed this.

“What do you think?” he asked, a concerned look creeping onto his face as he looked out at the

darkening sky.

“I think we need to hurry, or turn around.” Tom said, looking at the snow-covered ground that blew

up in �urries around him. The crampons on his boots were serving their purpose as the incline

increased. As the path grew steeper, Tom’s concern also grew. It was impossible to ignore the dark sky

and the chilling wind that blew brutally across their faces. Tom knew fronts always blow in quickly,

but once the clouds were over them the shift happened so fast that they barely had time to think before

it started to snow.  They reached around 24000 feet, nearing the altitude where supplemental oxygen is

necessary for almost every climber. They put on their oxygen masks and Tom took a deep breath �nally

feeling like he could �ll up his lungs, but the relief didn't last long. He looked around and suddenly
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realized how very alone they were. He knew rescues at this height are di�cult if not impossible, and

desperately hoped they would need one.  His wife's voice saying Be careful just like she did every time

before he left played on a loop in his head.

They trudged on, replacing their oxygen tanks as necessary. They depleted them much quicker than

expected.

“This isn’t safe,” Ben yelled, taking o� his mask and cupping his hands around his mouth so Tom

could hear him from a few feet away. He was struggling to remain upright against the wind. He leaned

against the side of the mountain, half of his arm becoming invisibly buried in the snow.

“We have to turn,” Tom said, unable to look up at him. The snow cut into any exposed skin like glass,

and made seeing basically impossible. They changed directions reluctantly. They were so close to the

summit. Tom felt like a little kid having a temper tantrum. He had come so far, and didn't want to turn

around now. They trudged down the steep path at a painfully slow pace, struggling to see the line

between the trail and the thousands of feet of air below them. The mountain that had once been so

bright and beautiful had morphed into an absolute icy hell. With every step they took the weather

seemed to get worse. Tom didn't know it was possible for the wind to blow this hard. It pressed his

goggles into his face like angry hands, and it seemed determined to tear him o� the rocky edge that

separated him from miles of air.

Then, they heard a crack. Tom stopped, and looked up at the face of the mountain above him. He

didn't even have time to say anything before the snow was on top of him. For a moment Tom felt like
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the world had just fallen, then he felt like he was in a giant washing machine getting tumbled, then he

felt nothing at all.

When Tom came to his oxygen mask was still on his face. That must have been what was keeping him

alive, because he was completely buried in snow. He desperately tried not to panic, because he knew

that would just make things worse. Get out he thought, but he didnt know which way to dig. Up, go up,

please he willed himself, then began digging. His instincts led him in the right direction, and he ended

up on the surface. As soon as he reached it, he wanted to crawl right back down. The snow was moving

sideways, and all he could see was vertical white slopes for miles. Elements are amplifeied on the

mountain- everything is more extreme. Tom intellectually knew this, but he didn't know what it was

like to experience it �rsthand. For half a second, he seriously contemplated climbing back into the

snow, then he had a realization. I have kids, I can't do this. And Ben, where is Ben? I have to find Ben. he

heaved the lower half of his body out of the snow, and looked around for any sign of Ben, but all he

could see was white. His visibility was so low that he could barely see his feet on the ground, much less

a possible person or body somewhere o� in the distance. He strained his eyes hard, looking for

anything other than rocks or snow. Suddenly, something red caught his eye, and he began to walk

towards it. He struggled against the wind, and made his way over to the object. Once he reached it, he

realized it was a person. But it wasn't Ben.

Oh my god, Tom thought as he looked at the stranger. He was unconscious, and Tom knew it was

probably due to lack of oxygen. Or maybe this climber was a victim of HACE, a variety of severe

altitude sickness where the brain swells, you lose control of your body, experience hallucinations, and
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eventually lose consciousness. Without thinking about it, he took the mask o� his face and put it on

the strange man’s face. I still have my backpack, Tom thought, I can get help, and took the pack o� his

back. In one of the many outer pockets there was a radio that was connected to one back at base camp.

He grabbed it with gloved hands, and as he pressed the correct buttons it magically crackled to life.

“This um,” Tom began shakily, struggling to form words, “this is Tom, is anyone there?” he wasn't

expecting a reply. But he got one.

“This is Annapurna sanctuary trek, we copy,” Said a thickly Nepalese-accented voice. A spark of hope

�ared within Tom when he heard the voice.

“Yes, yes, there was an avalanche. We have a missing climber and a possible case of HACE. Can you get

a rescue helicopter up here as soon as possible?” Tom said quickly. His hands were shaking as he held

the receiver, anxiously waiting for an answer. This person is going to have to tell my wife and my mother

that I'm dead, he thought. He felt nauseous thinking about his family and how much this would hurt

them. His wife hated his climbing, but he insisted on doing it. He knew how much his climbing scared

her, but insisted it was a part of his life that he couldn't give up. He felt so sel�sh, and right now he was

thinking she was right all along. He promised himself that if he made it down he would do everything

he could to make up for all the fear he caused her. After what felt like hours, he heard static on the

radio.
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“I read you,” the operator began, “it's too late now and the weather is too bad. You're gonna have to

hold out until tomorrow. How much oxygen do you have? And how many con�rmed climbers are in

distress?” he continued.

“Three climbers. And no,” Tom said, looking at the unconscious man laying in the snow beside him.

He had given him the last of his oxygen, and there was none left in his bag. Damn it damn it damn it,

he thought, why didn’t I bring that extra O2?

“Ok, stay on oxygen as long as you can and we will send a helicopter asap. Over,” the radio chopped up

the man's voice, which was already hard to hear over the wind. Tom suddenly had the sense to take o�

his glove and put his �ngers on the stranger's neck to check for a pulse. He had one, but barely. He put

his glove back on and stood up to keep looking for Ben. He wandered a few steps in each direction, but

didn't see anything. He wanted to venture farther, but did not want to be too far away from the radio.

It snapped back on.

“Tom, do you read?  Try to climb down as far as you can. You’ll be safer at a lower altitude and a

helicopter can reach you easier.'' The man at basecamp’s voice was barely audible now. Tom didn't

reply. There's no way I'm leaving this man here to die. He tried to stand to scan his surroundings again.

Oh no, he thought. He was starting to feel dizzy. He needed oxygen. He needs it more, Tom thought as

he looked down at the man who was now almost buried in snow. He sat, shivering as he watched the

stranger's chest rise and fall almost imperceptibly. Breath air breath air breathe, were the only things on

his mind as his lungs began to tighten. Tom didn't know if he was going to live, but was also worried

for Ben. He hoped he was alive, but he knew the chances of that were low.  Unexpectedly, Tom’s body
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began twitching. He grew extremely dizzy and rocked back and forth. His legs began making random

spasms as if they had a mind of their own. Oh no, he thought. He knew what was happening. He had

HACE. He heard the radio crack to life, and his own voice saying, find Ben. His body seemed to take

control of him. He stood, and began to walk. To where? He didn't know. His mind felt completely

disconnected from his body. He stumbled forward through the snow for an unknown amount of time.

The world around him seemed to glitch like an old video game; random �ashes of vivid color, then

blackness. The trees melted into shadowy �gures out of a child’s nightmare and chased him. MOVE

they repeated over and over.

Tom had never felt so scared in his entire life. For what felt like hours and hours he lived in a reality of

glitches and ghosts. The snow gathered together around him and formed into another of his childhood

fears- a yeti. The 10 foot tall �gure kept lunging forward and repeating his name. Tom Tom Tom, it

said. The world spun, and the path he walked on kept switching directions. On either side of him,

crevasses appeared. A ways ahead of him, he saw Ben. Ben, Tom cried, or at least tried to. He didn't

know if he actually made a sound. Apparently he didn't, because Ben never turned. Tom tried to run,

but his feet felt like they were stuck in concrete. Then he saw Ben slip and fall into one of the crevasses.

Tom cried out and desperately tried to move, but his body refused to listen to him. The yeti

approached him and said, Get up, you have to move. Tom tried, but he couldn't. All the tree ghosts �ew

over and circled his head. Their faces changed into those of his kids, his family, and best friends. Get

down, they urged him. I can't, I can't move, I am going to die, help me, Tom tried to cry. He looked

through the ghosts and at the sky. It was pink, then black, then old tv static, then black again. Ben is
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gone, Tom thought. He was in so much physical and mental pain. All his time and spatial perception

was gone. One moment he felt like he was frozen, the next he felt like he was being sucked down a

drain. He had no idea how long this went on before everything permanently went black.

The next time he was conscious, the �rst thing he saw was a bright �uorescent light right above him. At

�rst he thought it was another hallucination, then he slowly realized he was in a hospital. As his senses

began to return, he heard nurses indistinctly chattering in the hall. He tried to lift one of his arms, but

felt a sharp pain and immediately stopped.

“Ow,” he groaned. One of the nurses heard and rushed into the room.

“Hello Tom,” she began, taking a pen out of her scrub pocket and quickly jotting down something on

a clipboard at the foot of his bed. “Please be careful, don’t pull your IV out,” she continued.

“Ouch,” he said again.

“You've been unconscious for about three days,” the nurse said sympathetically, then went on, “you

su�ered a very severe case of high altitude cerebral edema. Let me know if anything in particular is

causing you discomfort.” she said, walking over to the monitor that stood on the left side of his bed to

adjust some settings.

“Okay,”  Tom said groggily.

“You're all the talk around here,” the nurse said as she tinkered with various machines in the hospital

room, “it's a miracle you survived. You're very lucky the rescue team found you and your friend. Oh,
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you're also a hero. The man you found will be okay thanks to you. Again let me know if you need

anything, ok? I'm going to get the doctor,” she �nished tinkering, then headed for the door.

“My friend?” Tom asked, straightening up a little.

“Oh yes,” the nurse paused inside the door, “would you like to see him?”

“Sure,” Tom said. There's no way Ben is ok, he thought. Then, despite any and all of the odds and

Tom’s expectations, the nurse came back into the room followed by Ben. Maybe this was karma

working in his favor, or maybe Tom was just the luckiest person ever. But either way, he had never been

happier to see his best friend's face. They had a silent exchange that said many things they never could

with words, then Tom spoke.

“I'm sorry,” he said, hugging Ben.

“For what?” Ben laughed, patting his friend on the back. Tears started to �ll his eyes as so many

emotions came over him all at once.

“We almost died,” Tom said, “and If I had let us turn around sooner it wouldn't have happened.”

“No,” Ben started, “don't blame yourself for this. It's not your fault.”

Neither spoke but the silence wasn’t awkward, just re�ective.
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“Can I use your phone?” Tom asked, holding out his hand. Ben gave Tom his phone and respectfully

stepped out of the room. Tom dialed his wife's phone number and took a deep breath as he prepared

himself for this conversation. She answered after two rings.

“I’m sorry,” was the �rst thing that came out of his mouth. She began to cry,  not tears of sadness or

anger, but relief.

There was so much he wanted to say, and he didn't even know where to start. He didn't know if there

were words in any language that could express what he wanted to. He used to think he was

untouchable. He sel�shly chased his high like an addict, disregarding who he was hurting in the

process. His favorite place was thousands of feet in the air, his head �guratively and literally in the

clouds. He had come back down to earth, and planned to stay there. The next thing he said to her was I

love you.
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Liam McDaniel - “Mr. and Mrs. Fiddleton”

Disclaimer

The following tale is taken from two di�erent sources: the testimonies of Mr. Robert and Mrs. Molly

Fiddleton (from a later date) and the voice of imagination who recounts the adventures of their two sons: Tom

and Leaf. The sources have been arranged in chronological order so the viewer may obtain optimal clarity

regarding the events of that day. Sources that reference events that occur simultaneously are formatted

side-by-side. The overlapping of sources may be confusing at �rst, which is why multiple read-throughs are

recommended.

Tom (1)

It was large, it was probably the biggest that Tom had ever seen. The ladybug was waddling about on

an adventure of its own, oblivious that it would soon meet its fate. Tom stalked up behind it, gripping his

spear tightly, careful not to make any noises that might disturb the monstrous beast. The bug grew larger until

it towered over Tom, blotting out the sun and casting shade his way. It had ten black spots upon its blood-red

carapace. Tom decided that those must be the �end’s weak spots and agreed to focus the strength of his attack

on them. If Tom didn’t end this beast then it would raze the town of Fiddleton just to the East. He was the

only hope for the many families and eligible maidens of the town.

“You’ll never bug Fiddleton on my watch,” Tom yelled at the emotionless force of destruction.

Strengthening his resolve Tom reached deep inside, �nding strength that would be called godly under other

circumstances, but for this situation it was simply necessary. Tom gritted his teeth and threw his spear with all
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of his newfound force. The wooden projectile sailed through the salty air until it pierced the monster's armor,

sinking a foot deep into one of the weak spots on its left side.

“Take that, you oversized larva!” Tom spewed with disgust. The grotesque bug reared in pain, Tom

leaped o� the driftwood log and slid across the sand to where the beast was keeling. He vaulted himself onto

the massive dome of red and black wrenching his spear up and out. At this point Tom’s limbs were feeling

heavy and his mental reactions were slowing. He was beginning to feel the e�ects of fatigue. He needed

energy, if he let himself go on like this then he might succumb to the bug and the Fiddletonians would fall

soon after he did. The sun was high above him and Tom was sweating from every pore. Reluctantly, he

decided to take a snack break.

Molly (2)

“I was sitting on the porch of our vacation home and had been watching my son, Tom, play for

at least an hour by then. The beach was just over a hundred feet from the back porch and I had a great view of

both the ocean and Tom. It was just past one o’clock when he loped back to the house for a ‘snack break’. I

remember he came inside and I joined him. I made PB&J and asked about his day. He said that he had been

‘vanquishing a massive ladybug’ that was an ‘imminent danger’ to the town of Fiddleton; I’m assuming that’s

our house. His recap was congruent with what I had been watching: Tom jumping around on a log and

waving his stick around, stabbing at the air. I’m a high school English teacher so my imagination left me many

years ago. I was glad to see that Tom still had an active mind at age ten, even if it was uncanny sometimes.

After Tom’s short-lived break, I sent him back out to �nish his ‘noble quest’, of course, playing into his

fantasy. The last thing I remember about that interaction was waving goodbye to the creative knight and
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returning inside to spend time with Robert.”

Robert (3)

“I was sitting inside, reading The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn to Leaf when Molly came

down the stairs and said that Tom was outside battling a ladybug for his life. She correctly assumed that Leaf

would want to go save the bug. Leaf had always been a bug-lover from a very early age and wouldn’t hurt a �y.

The news of the innocent ladybug in peril alarmed him and he sprung o� the couch and sprinted up the

stairs. I heard the back door shut and receding footsteps as Leaf raced to the aid of the ‘helpless bug’. Molly

asked if I thought that the two boys would get along; I thought so. They would just have an imaginary �ght

and eventually make it up with each other. I wasn’t worried about anything, this was a great opportunity for

the two to play together, something they rarely did anymore.

Tom (4)

Tom was running back to where he had waged

war against the garish creature. He arrived to �nd that

the beast had its back turned to him. This was just the

opportunity he needed to �nish o� the bug for good.

He hopped up onto the log and wedged his spear

underneath the backside of the rotund monster.

Quickly, he jumped into the air and landed with both

feet on the butt of his spear driving the front end

After I reassured Molly, she went back out on the

porch to watch the boys and I continued reading

Huckleberry Finn despite the absence of my son. I

�gured that I could just go back to where he was

later. I was at the part near the end of the book,

where Huck and Tom are trying to free Jim for the

second time.”
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upwards like a crowbar opening the lid of a box. The

bug was �ung onto its front and from there it slowly

rolled onto its back.

“Hey ladybug, I bet you didn’t spot that one

coming,” Tom victoriously jeered, watching as his

enemy �ailed, unable to regain a positive rotational

position. He spun it around a few times just to rub in his

triumph. All Tom had to do now was stab the bug’s

unprotected underside. He raised his weapon high above

his head, the tip glinted in the sunlight, and he plunged

it downwards upon the beastie. The arc of the blow was

never completed because Tom was knocked to the

ground, dropping his spear. He looked up to see a

familiar face: Leaf, the traveling druid. Tom had

encountered the druid before and had worked with him

on many occasions in the past so he was confused why

Leaf would turn on him in his moment of victory. If

Leaf stopped Tom from slaying the beast then surely

Fiddleton would be doomed. Resolved to �nish what he

started, Tom surged upwards and began his

counterattack.

Leaf (5)

Leaf was running as fast as he could

from the town of Fiddleton to go save the bug

from the clutches of Sir Tom. Being the local

druid of Fiddleton, it was Leaf’s responsibility to

defend not only the inhabitants, but also the

wildlife surrounding it. Surely this innocent

ladybug was no threat to Fiddleton; they simply

came near the town sometimes to graze in the

pastures, which was not justi�cation to end its life.

Sir Tom could never see it that way though, he

didn’t understand how to coexist in the same way

Leaf did. As he neared the area where the villagers

had reported seeing Sir Tom battle the Ladybug,

he saw what he dreaded most: Tom towering over

the helpless bug with his spear raised high above

his head. Leaf lunged for Tom and slammed into

him, knocking the spear out of his hand. Tom

quickly stood up and began to �ght back, so Leaf

got in his defensive stance, ready for an epic battle,

prepared to �ght for the oversized insect.
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Molly (6)

“I watched from the porch as Leaf rushed over to Tom and tackled him right as Tom was about

to stab the log with his stick. They both hit the ground hard, but they’re young and their bodies could handle

that sort of impact. Tom got up quickly and grabbed his stick. Even from this distance I could see that Tom

and Leaf had some sort of rivalry in their fantasy. Leaf dodged as Tom jabbed his head and punched Tom’s

stomach with an open palm and Tom fell backwards as if thrown back by an immense force. It was getting a

little out of hand, and I was worried that one of them might actually get hurt so I called to Robert, maybe he

could run out there to watch from closer up in case their play turned into something more.”

Robert (7)

“Molly called to me from the porch and I went  to see what was going on. I quickly marked

my page in the book on the spot right before Sawyer was shot. I didn’t want to stop reading, but Molly

sounded  urgent. She pointed at the kids and said that they were playing pretty rough. I looked out at what

was happening and had to agree that they were getting more violent with every blow. She said that I should go

out there and watch from close by, just in case one of them was in danger of getting injured. This was a good

idea, so I kissed Molly and walked out to where the boys were play-�ghting. Not as fun as reading a book, but

arguably more important. My only regret was that I didn’t bring the book out with me to read while I

watched the boys play; I had forgotten whether or not Sawyer survived and I was anxious to �nd out.”
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Leaf (8)

Leaf was dominating the �ght. His

expert knowledge of the druidic arts gave him power

over the surrounding landscape, which he used to his

advantage. He tripped Tom with wooden roots and

restrained him with slithering vines. There was no way

he could lose this �ght.

Robert (11)

“I was beginning to nod o� when I heard a

guttural grunt from the boys’ direction. I looked over to

see Leaf doubled over in pain, having had the wind

knocked out of him. I rushed over to check on him. He

would be �ne, it was just a surprise blow. I helped him

back up to his feet and told him to slow his breathing.

After Leaf was calm again I set him loose on Tom,

secretly wanting revenge for what had just happened.

Leaf got back up and I thought I heard him mumbling

something unintelligible to himself. Leaf began to make

a weird hand gesture in the direction of Tom who was

about to squish a ladybug with his stick. I had no idea

what was going on so I just watched. Leaf apparently

Tom (9)

The druid was beginning to overpower

Tom, despite the two year age-gap, Leaf was more

powerful. He attacked relentlessly, using all of the

magic he had learned to defend a creature that

would kill him without a second thought; ironic.

Tom would not back down. He knew that he was

the only thing standing between Fiddleton and

utter destruction and was willing to sacri�ce his

life for the hundreds of innocent people living

there. He whipped around, bringing the butt of

his spear into Leaf’s chest. The druid doubled

over, wheezing. Now that the nuisance was taken

care of Tom could �nish o� the beast, which was

still lying upside-down near the two combatants.

Leaf (10)

Leaf rebounded from the stunning blow

and began reciting the words to the one spell that

druids were never supposed to use. Mumbling the

words to himself, Leaf made an X shape with his
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had �nished whatever he was saying and shoved his

hands forwards at Tom. The boy standing over the little

bug collapsed. I rushed over to Tom’s side and he was

frothing at the mouth. ‘What did you do?!’ I pleaded

with Leaf. He o�ered no response. It looked like Tom

was having a seizure, he �ailed about like a beetle rolled

onto its shell. He eventually went still and the spit

stopped

two pointer �ngers. Blue, electric light coalesced

around his hands. Once the spell was complete he

released it, sending out a bolt of lightning at Tom

who was about to plunge his spear into the

Ladybug for the second time. Sir Tom collapsed,

dead.

�owing from his mouth. According to Leaf, ‘Sir Tom’ was dead. I had no idea if Tom was still playing make

believe or if he was actually in danger. I shook him a few more times and then checked for a pulse, there was

none.”

The End
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Jihan Nichols - “No Life”

I woke up on the �oor again. There was a banging outside my cramped apartment. As I

struggle to get up only using the light leaking from my closed blinds, the banging stops. I hear footsteps

fading away from the outside of my apartment door as my body begins to barely function. There is a

heavy cloud of leftover pizza smell dwelling in the apartment. I open the busted door and peek through

the hallway of 429 section B. There is an eviction notice on my door. I rip it o� and sigh begrudgingly

as I trudge back into the apartment closing the door behind me. Disorientingly, I make my way

through the obsolete tech junk scattered across the �oor, I grab my half-�lled cup of cold co�ee and

choke it down forcefully. I plugged in the VR module on the side of my forehead and started up

MetaLive, a simulation of life in the city.

My eyes close and my head gets �lled with images and new feelings. My mind begins to clear and

�ll with thoughts of anticipation. In this life, I could be anyone I wanted to be without the hassle that

comes with everyday life. Many chose to be the biggest criminal in the city, others tried to �ght back in

the name of justice. I was a chau�eur. Exciting, right? Well, it was not as bad as one might think.

Everyone in this world was all here for di�erent reasons. As for me, I was trying to escape the hell that

goes on in real life and drive some nice cars. This was the only freedom I got. There was no place for me

in the real world. It was full of new problems to deal with every day. I wanted a break from all of that.

Before Meta, I was a failing college student who was struggling to make ends meet. The only way out

was signing my rights away to Meta to test their game. But something was o�, something was

happening in the world outside. I tried to contact them, but Meta had gone dead silent. I suspected

there was something big about to happen or already happening.
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My shift ended and I headed to the beach. As I started walking the ground turned into sand

and I could hear the seagulls calling me from afar. The sun was at its peak, beaming its solar rays

directly on my body. I took o� my shoes and let the sand mold around the shape of my feet. My friend,

Peter, was supposed to meet me here soon. He was my old childhood friend but we drifted apart over

the years. He had a heart condition which made it hard to hang out with him. Luckily, we found each

other through meta. I waited on the coastline near the water. He was late. I stared o� into the distance

wondering where things went wrong. Before I could fully immerse myself in a pit of sorrow, I saw my

friend running towards me. I cleared my head. We both greeted each other

“Hey, man how have you been?” I said.

“Ahh, you know me, same old, same old.”

“That's good,'' I said. “How’s your job going?”

Pete worked as an arms dealer. He supplied half of the city's weapons. He had an idea.

“Hey, ever wonder what’s out there?” He pointed to the ocean where it met the sky. That was

void there was nothing there except emptiness past the water.

“No, not really,” I replied.

“I heard Meta is hiding something back there,” he said. “Something big…Anyways I got a new

job for us.”

I was lost in thought. When he mentioned outside the wall I got a feeling of deja vu like I

remembered something but I couldn't tell what. It was like trying to make out what a room looks like

through a crack in the keyhole.

“Hello? Hello, is anyone home?” he said. I snapped out of it.
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“Hey yeah sorry about that I was just thinking about something.”

“Ok.. like I was saying I have new intel on a job”

“Come on man, we talked about this, I said it was done.”  Peter and I had a history of doing

crime jobs. I was the getaway driver and a pretty good one at that. For him, it was his favorite. It might

have been due to the fact he's been paralyzed since he was young. I noticed a sense of bitterness in him

that he kept under wraps most of the time.

“One more job y’know for old times sake” He looked di�erent than I when I last saw him. The

childish glow he once had long since faded away.

“Ok, �ne but just this once,” I replied reluctantly. “What’s the job?”

“I have intel on a super booster that can maybe get us past the barrier”

“Maybe? What is that supposed to mean.”

“Don’t worry I trust my guy, Gary, he's an expert on this kind of stu�.”

“But how will that even work in the Meta?” His eyes suddenly glowed. It felt like he was staring

into my soul and piercing it with his stone-cold glare. Oh no, I did it again. One of the rules to the

Meta is that you cannot mention it while inside. Doing so would be grounds for permanent

termination. Pete has always been a stickler for rules.

“SORRY,” I said quickly. “I didn't mean to.” He stared at me down for a second longer. Then

his expression changed suddenly. After pausing for a bit, he shook his head and smiled.

“It’s alright I don't care.” I was puzzled by his response. It was unlike him to act like this.

I went along with his plan. The plan to steal the super booster was not complicated, everything

went according to plan. It was locked in a warehouse that could be easily accessed from the rooftop
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with little to no security. We were in and out in a �ash and made it back to the beach near the pier. The

moon was out re�ecting its light across the ocean waters.

“Woo wasn't that fun?” he said. “Just like old times.”

“Yeah I have to admit that's pretty good” I replied. “Now what?”

“We use it of course,” he said as he hopped inside.

“We?” I said. I was skeptical about this. He gestured for me to get in the car

“Yeah come on, that was the whole plan.”

I reluctantly got in the driver's seat of the vehicle. Then I hesitated. What was I doing with my

life? I don't belong here. Who is this guy I once knew sitting next to me? All these things rushed through

my mind. I look over at Pete and see him pointing a gun at my face.

“PETE WHAT ARE YOU DOING ARE YOU CRAZY!?” I yelled.

“I'm doing what needs to be done,” he said, not even looking into my eyes. “Now start the

vehicle.” I started up the vehicle. It gave o� a low mechanical hum. I looked at him one more time. I

didn't even recognize him anymore. Pete was too far gone from the sweet kid I knew.

“Drive full speed o� the pier,” he said nonchalantly. I was panicking. My heart was beating out

of my chest and my head was going faint. Click. Pete chambered his pistol.

“Don't make me do this,” he said.

“Ok ok,” I said quickly. “I'll do it.” I put my foot on the gas pedal. And we started moving fast.

My whole life �ashed before my eyes as we sped down the pier. I hit the max speed going o� the pier

and we were in the air. KABOOM. We came in contact with the barrier. All I could about as my

consciousness faded where everything went wrong.
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I awoke in a grey room strapped to a chair. There was nothing except a metal table in front of

me with a chair adjacent to it. My senses were all disoriented. I tried to struggle my way out of the chair

but it was hopeless. I was stuck. I could hear voices outside this room. They sounded distorted but I

could make out the word He’s awake. The door suddenly opened and a man walked in.

“Hi, my name is Michael and I'm here to ask you a couple of questions,” the man said. He was

dressed in normal o�ce clothes with a nice shirt and tie. I explained everything to him. I told him

about my job, Pete, and how we broke through the barrier.

“And where is this Pete now?” he asked. I told him I didn't know. “It seems like this Pete guy

doesn't even exist,” he said. “There are no records of him in the database.” I realized that this guy

worked for Meta. I realized that Pete used me as a scapegoat. Another person came in and pulled the

man out of the room. I was thinking about everything that happened. Why did Pete do this? The man

came back in.

“We’ve got some more info on your friend Pete,” he said. “Turns out he does exist but an

enemy AI has taken over his character and possibly his real-life body and is trying to sabotage Meta.

And Meta has decided to permanently terminate you. Goodbye.”

I woke up suddenly, taking the VR module o� my head. I smashed it in anger on the �oor. I

was lost but one thing was for sure. I'll �nd Pete and bring him back even if it's the last thing I do.
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Poetry
Maya Krattle - Poetry Collection

anxiety:
an all-consuming
kinetic energy
�owing,
�lling,
freezing,
everything.
I slowly disintegrate
while life spectates.

A drive forward,
and a push back.
Paralysis-
an accurate analysis,
as I fall into the abyss.
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decision, a haiku (or two):
too long self-doubt and
fear have been my king and queen.
now they are exiled.

too long I’ve toil’d ‘neath
anxiety’s tyranny.
bring the guillotine.

beginnings:
Gazing out the airplane’s pigeonholed window,
murkied by my labored breaths,
I say a sweet goodbye
to a rapidly fading North Carolina,
patchwork roads in quilted cities -
the doll house hidden beneath the clouds.
My accidental home,
one of transitions
and memories to be cherished.
One of long-awaited beginnings,
but sorrowful endings, too.
Flip the calendar back ten months,
as we always long to do, and
see a couple lovingly embrace,
with bated breath, before
he is shipped across vibrant seas
to a desert land.
See an envelope that remains
waxed shut, unopened
in the basement.
See a father who �ies
cross-country
because a daughter
should never have to spend the holidays
alone.
See, through the ultrasound,
a grainy, miraculous
start.
with a pulsating heart.
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Months of holding breath and hands,
rides to the hospital and
phone calls where words
are enveloped in a thousand meanings.
Weeks of bed-rest without the latter,
and “good mornings” without the former.
Days of stroking taut skin,
and letting feelings sink in.
An afternoon
playing gin rummy
in a waiting room,
while an anxiously waiting womb
prepares its kin
to meet the world.
Hours of labor
that pass as agonizingly slow minutes.
Now, a sudden push,
a hormone rush,
and an earth-shattering cry
as seconds later,
I take my
first breath.

how? (a nonet):
how do you know you truly love her?
an act of fate or conscious choice?
is it written in the stars?
sung like a lullaby?
do you know when you
stare into her
soulful eyes?
what is
love?

Dawn:
I wake up to a world holding
its breath.
The sun tiptoes across the skyline,
a gentle awakening from a peaceful dream
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to a nascent day.
I wake up in the morning
with the birds
outside my window
in the cherry tree
before the alarm clock
marks the safe passage of the
crescent moon
beneath the horizon,
so I begin my safe passage
to the snooze button,
and back to my cocoon of blankets,
trying to catch the �eeting moments of stillness
where the birds sing of dawn.

Ode to My Backyard:
The sun gazes down on a well-loved yard,
While children’s delighted squeals echo between fences.
By no cloud is the paci�c blue sky marred,
And we are purely ourselves, no public pretenses.

Parents gaze lovingly from the creaking wooden swing,
As their little ones are enveloped in a fantastical world,
Where adventure is queen, imagination king,
And, with the scrapping of chalk on concrete, dreams are unfurl’d.

I gaze curiously at the damp ground,
A universe of beetles and worms unto itself.
In this suburban nature scene, my passion is found,
Habitats for caterpillars that turn to butter�ies on my shelf.

My brother gazes daringly into my eyes,
A new game or challenge on the tip of his tongue.
He is a constant playmate in this backyard paradise.
We race and scream ‘till there is nothing left in our lungs.

You are our perfect Friday afternoon
Pockets of sunshine in the dewy grass,
Ideal for games of tag that end too soon,
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Sand racing through our childhood’s hourglass.

The landscape changes, but the memory never fades.
The feeling of sunlit warmth shining with a soothing grace,
The colorful bubble balanced delicately on grass blades,
And a beaming smile upon my skyward, freckled face.

Laugh Lines:
How peculiar is it that
everyone has a distinct laugh
a �ngerprint mark on the world of comedy,
patterns ingrained in mirth’s fabric
a range as diverse as the Amazon
from lilting smiles
to polite chuckles
and full-throttle snorts?
Why did we stop laughing?
mask our crow’s feet with concealer,
purse our lips till the quivering
upward grin
was linear.
Why is laughter ephemeral nowadays?
as a child each chuckle
is eternal.
a solitary, stupid joke
leaves you breathless
for a week, and
your glasses are ever as
rosy as your �ushed cheeks.
when did we turn our backs
to the light we used to beam at,
the gleam in our eye,
and grimace in the shadows
while the sun turned to a jealous,
nebulous amalgamation of
radiation?
when did lists usurp
witticisms and whimsy?
how did today’s individual sorrow
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supplant the communal joy of tomorrow?
breathlessness and pangs in the chest
are anxiety’s jurisdiction now,
no longer tinged by laughter’s warmest
hue.
we are drained of all
humor’s color
‘till a heated �ight of fancy
curls our pursed lips
once more.

turquoise:
swimmer
diving into
water so blue the sky
blanches at its aquamarine
mirror.

mud:
diver
wading into
seas so murky I’m caught
in an undulating marine
sandstorm.

when I grow up:
aren’t we already grown up?
adults.
captured
from the evening of our youth.
responsible
for a myriad of futures.
working in the sun,
liberated by the night.
already exposed
to society’s shameful underbelly -
homelessness, climate change, poverty -
aren’t we already expected to resolve this for posterity?
in some instances
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we are too naive, need to avert our gazes
from the blinding, corrupting in�uences of
pop culture,
but we are never too innocent
to smell the desperation on the streets,
highlighted by sunlit contours or
hidden in the shadows.
never too innocent to watch the twenty-four hour news -
don’t you know only catastrophe sells?
please, take away our violent video games,
but leave the school shooting playing,
an insurrection raging.
helplessness is so much more terrifying
than any R-rating.

in short, I am much too preoccupied
to concentrate on your arcane “grow up”
I have plans, regardless of you:
�elds to pursue,
adventures to seek what is true
but who has time for such discussion
when all is focused on graduation
and the day-to-day
leaves us
*yawn*
dreading the
dawn?

Mentor:
I love how
you grasp words
from the tip

of my tongue
forever
miles ahead

yet close so
I can walk
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beside you.

“Promise me
you’ll stay right
here, with me.”

“I will, ‘till
you must leave
me behind.”

Noise:
This generation refuses to be quiet,
rejects the toxic repression
of “normal,”
embraces the “unprecedented.”
A gift, but a burden as well.
Swapping ignorance for awareness brings a fresh hell.
Ice caps melting,
Innocents dying,
starving,
thirsting,
begging
for
justice.
Everyone is aware
of everyone else’s nightmares.
A blessing in disguise,
in an optimist’s eyes;
now we can �x it.
How to solve this daunting task?
a pessimist asks.
Only now,
we are silent.

Treadmills:
Pacing.
murmurs in the hallway
Running.
collisions with the concrete
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Racing.
pounds in my chest, deafening
A constant state of �ux and movement
Birth to death an incessant battle
Pacing, running, racing. Where?

Our hearts are ticking clocks
We are born with a drive, a consciousness
Tunnel vision aimed decisively
Or is that just me?

Knees buckling, steps unsteady
But on a screeching treadmill
stopping means falling
falling means pain, and time to recover
time I do not have.

Do you ever feel guilty for changing the calendar
Another month’s passed you by
Without any earth-shattering achievement?
Do you ever �nd yourself asking why
you have the resources but lack the talent?

I stop
I fall
You judge me.

Scars on my forehead and cuts on my wrist
I stumble forward.
Mowed down by a truckload of goals; I put them in drive.

Do you ever feel like Atlas
Holding up the sky?
A dramatic irony, fates underlined.
When did dawn escape us?
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Absorbed:
Each of us
is caught up in a web of our

own anxieties,

far too preoccupied

by pimples that become mountains
under our calloused �ngertips
and
embarrassing faux pas,

in our minds, social felonies.

Far too preoccupied,
indeed,
to notice everyone else’s
insecurities.

Period Talk:
Blood, red and viscous in my veins
Seeping through my cotton clothes
I cross my legs.
Do you notice?

Doubled over in the hallway,
inching toward the bathroom,

Only to discover I’m out of supplies
Rushing to the front o�ce, she meets my eyes
“Can I have the marker bag, please?” I ask.
She catches my drift, passes me Tampax
under the counter
like an illicit transfer.
When did blood become taboo?

If a soldier bleeds out on a battlefield,
they are lauded.
We are warriors too.

Yet no, this cyclical blood is di�erent
Our shameful, tainted, hidden secret,
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every month,
unworthy
of acknowledgement.
If every woman is bleeding once a month
for three, �ve, seven days,
one tenth of the people I’m hiding from
are hiding too.

It separates me, a sticky isolation.
Is blood really thicker than water?

Did you know some women live in shacks
once a month,
so the men stay pure?
As if the driving force of life
is a curse.
Did you know that the only blood
that brings life rather than destroys it,
is also the one we can’t talk about?

I guess I should be grateful for tampons.

Did you just cringe?
That’s what I thought -
It’s still taboo for you too.

the belle’s villanelle:
Beauty is an age-old precept.
Are you symmetrical, slender, quiet?
What an arcane, repressive concept.

Though you �ght, you too conform and accept.
Tie a pretty bow to gag your internal riot.
Beauty is an age-old precept.

You stood, a stick-�gure in a crowd of twigs, and wept
In pain, sucking in your nonexistent gut.
What an arcane, repressive concept.
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Stock still for the judges, who are adept
At treating your �gure like a marionette.
Beauty is an age-old precept.

Weakened and afraid, you feel inept,
Felled by the ax of this pacifying diet.
What an arcane, repressive concept.

You rise, unleash that raging spirit too long swept
de�ant,

e
s
i

Underneath the rug. R,
of beauty’s age-old precept.
What an arcane, repressive concept.

Chameleon’s Sonnet:
From the moment we wake to the sunset,
The world is awash in vivacious hues.
Retinas process sky blue, blood scarlet.
But how to process the palette of you?

You’re a social chameleon, you �it,
between a vast, endless array of cliques.
Changing your hair, tone, smile, laugh, out�t,
Your kaleidoscope heart waits for a click.

Identity camou�aged to hide from,
Popular predators as you climb,
The social ladder, seeking to a�rm,
Someone else’s idea of youth’s prime.

Forging new personalities in �re,
Hardened scales conceal the you I desire.
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Misogyny:
Mao once said
women hold up half the sky.
Picture all of mankind,
jointly grimacing in backbreaking labor;
pain kni�ng through taut muscles like a saber.
Feet planted �rmly against the earth,
arms trembling, wills bowed against its girth.
Men on dry land, soaked solely in sweat
whilst we, caught between a hurricane
and the depths below—slimy and wet—
are drowning. As sand slides, our feet slip
into the tumultuous sea
our only hope is equality.

Screaming Ghazal:
Trapped. The air in my lungs meets demise in my throat, the thoughts,
I nurtured die all alone. Why aren’t you letting me scream?

You knotted my vocal cords in a coerced friendship bracelet
a woven prison to prevent me from setting free screams.

No voice to resist, no boats to keep a�oat this river
of tears, I submit to your will, forfeiting these screams.

You gamble on my codependency, taking risks you
know I’ll quietly accept. You should’ve been betting she screams.

My mind has been reduced to an echo chamber, where, can
be heard these reverberating, upsetting three screams.

One - I’m here for a purpose you deliberately ignore,
instead you use me as a debased pet-thing, with wee screams.

Two - silence is nothing but an obstacle, listening
merely one form of change. Words are the �tting keys to screams.

Three - loud and powerful but shaky nonetheless - afraid.
How much longer will you be setting fees to scream?
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I’m so tired of mu�ed voices ringing in my head, a
coherent concerto I’m sick of forgetting. Please, scream!

Fibonacci:
Fear
lies
in wait
in weary
souls trampled by life
maybe you should be afraid of me.

You
lie
in wait
for me, to
smile and say “okay”
doesn’t matter if I mean it.

You
are
built on
a fortress
of my lies; one truth
would utterly shatter you.

Metamorphosis:
At night I close my eyes
and am a �ery phoenix
rising from the ashes of
humanity.

Gazing upon the wreckage from the skies,
wings pounding
heart beating
never before so free

Nose dive into a spider’s web of lies,
suddenly trapped, terri�ed.
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As a �y, I cry out,
pitifully.

Relief washes over me with the tides.
I dive towards the depths,
as a melancholic whale,
Moaning in the seas.

But the emptiness is drowned out by sighs
nay, roars, from an enraged sea lion
ire is a �re that brings desire
to act passionately.

I shed my disguise
as volcanic steams thrust me to shore

I emerge as HUMAN - �awed and emotional

Unabashed, I embrace this body,
this beauty.

A Leap of Faith:
You hold your porcelain doll gingerly.
Her lovely, puckered cheeks make you dizzy.
The thought of shattered pieces on the �oor,
leaves you weak and sickly;
her fragility you abhor.

As the cherry tree outside �owers and dies, years pass,
but she is forever your �gure of glass,
and clay, a stunning, painted re�ection.
Unbeknownst to you, she dreams of falling fast;
She is tired of perfection.

Destruction is a new beginning in her mind,
where she can recon�gure herself in a way she designed,
that is wholly unrecognizable
in your picture of humankind.
You do not �nd this at all advisable.

While she wants her sun to shine through,
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her uneven cracks in a roughened, ruddy hue,
you want her to stay your little doll.
One day, she �nally admits to you,
Her desire to run, jump, leap, and fall.

You realize your sel�shness has stunted her growth.
With a palpitating heart and an altruism you loath,
With clammy hands and pallid face,
You let go of your baby and break your oath,
Forsaking this decades-long embrace.

You couldn’t bear to watch your beloved child,
lept,

As she jumped,        f
e

l
l,

and smil’d.
A myriad of fragments began to shatter,
As she lost her complexion, ever so mild.
The pieces were sharp in your chest, like a dagger.

You forgave her blunders,
Her tears you brushed away,
But now you must always wonder,
Is my baby girl okay?
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Richard Wilson - A Collection of Poems

Spring—

as the winter dies,

spring comes bearing fruit, new life.

rejoice! a child’s born.

�re

the campground lit,

a frenzy of apes salute

you, the creation.

earth

the rock i stand on;

a sprout grows out of the cracks.
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Earth, the origin.

water

the blood of life leaks

from earth’s every faucet,

quenching ev’ry tongue.

lightning

the lone tree is split,

parted from nape to navel.

crack! the sky is lit.

snow

like as a blanket,

it covers the ground, the trees.

almost as in dreams.

Light

in knowledge, one �nds

you: consolation, evermore,

falling down to Earth.

Dark

desolate, alone,

one �nds you, the wicked beast,

once night falls on him.
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—Summer—

summer brings with it

growth.  the child, learning new things,

becomes a young man.

sand

from you does life come,

and as the waves pass over,

to you does life go.

wind

the breath of the hills

carries your song to my ears;

here, i am alive.

ice

there comes a point when

life slows to a whimp’ring crawl.

all together one.

—Fall

with fall comes the clouds

of responsibility.

learn to love the rain—

—the young man of old
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grows greying hair on his head,

yet, keeps drops of youth.

mountains

formed over eons,

towering above towers,

the paths to Zion.

formed over eons,

by hands of our ancestors;

you inspire my dreams.

valleys

down in the valley

rivers �ow and bison graze,

teepees foster life

rivers

rocks stand in the way,

some �sh swim against the grain,

others swim with it.

oceans

foam sits on the waves.

the ocean, a desert, stirs;

it’s life underground.
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lakes

of size big and small,

deep or wide, narrow, shallow,

some deer stop, to drink.

Winter—

in winter, snow falls

over a dying camp�re.

in time, the coals cool—

—the man, older now,

gets his a�airs in order,

and is laid to rest.
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Bridget Woodru� - A Collection of Poems

Happiness

Seeing your friends or your dog, that’s happiness
But it's �eeting
I can do all of the things I enjoy
I can cook, read, dance, learn
It doesn’t matter if it ends, because I can do it now
That’s happiness, the stu� I can do
Ful�llment

A Mother’s  Perfume

She smells like wild �owers in the forest
Safe, warm, loving
She never really wore perfume
It was my favorite when she does
I smell it now
It makes me sad
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It doesn’t smell like her anymore
Now it’s just alcohol in a bottle that sits on my shelf
She made it hers

Both sides

Aren’t you afraid
No this is normal, it happens to everyone
But I’m scared, I don’t want this to happen
Don’t worry, we know what happens next
I don’t want to leave, I want to stay, please, please, let me stay
We have to go, your family is going to be fine
No, no, let me stay, I still have more to do, I haven’t lived enough
We can’t stay, we have to leave
Please?
Let’s go
“They have passed, I’m sorry”

Under the waves

It’s cool, calming
You could drown
The sun burns on the surface, the water feels nice
You don’t know what’s under the sand
I could swim for hours, without a care
The undertow could get you
I feel like I’m weightless
Don’t go to deep
Let me swim forever

Loathed Meal

The food sits on my plate
Eat your food I worked hard for it
I stare blankly at the food
Come on, eat it, your mom slaved away for that dish
I can't tell them I don’t like it
They still assume it’s my favorite
“I’m not hungry, I ate earlier”
Well then why didn’t you tell us
Yeah, we made you all of this food for nothing!
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“Sorry, I’ll eat it tomorrow”
No I won’t, it’ll sit in our fridge until rotten
Then it goes in the trash
I walk away
hungry

Re�ection

I sit at my vanity looking
My face blares back at me
Jeering, ridiculing
Why do I look like this
Don’t be so mean, you look amazing
Your wrong, I’m ugly and everyone knows it
Your friends just don’t tell you
You’re wrong, you are wrong
My friends would never say that
According to you
They are liars
I’m still staring
Thoughts, good, bad running through my head
I look good, my friends would not lie
Says who?

A Lost Pet

I’ve never lost a pet before
I wonder how the family feels
To have a loved one so close, but so far
I’d like to imagine myself as the dog
Scared, lonely, in an unfamiliar place
The family calling out for them, with no response
They’ll both lose hope of return
The family can replace the lost dog
But the dog can’t replace their lost  family
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Out�ts

Such trivials things
There only clothes, used to keep us warm
Since when did they become such big parts of us?
They became our identity
They prove whether you are popular or poor
Whether you are a skank or prude
We dress for ourselves and for others
To prove we’re worthy of being praised and loved
Since when did something we needed to survive consumed us

A Favorite Color

11:59 almost midnight but not yet
It’s the color of the deep sea with rolling waves
Not as harsh as black
But not as �uid as blue
The in between
Uncontrollable but calm
That’s a favorite color

Morning tea

I wake up, eyes droopy
Walk to the kitchen, gain control of my limbs
Make my tea, I’ll try turmeric and pomegranate
Boil the water, grab mug, add tea to mug
The kettle whistles, waking up from my trance
I pour the water in the cup

Careful not to spill
The tea �oats to the top, swirling
I sit and drink
I wonder what the leaves will look like when I’ve �nished
Maybe an animal or incoherent lines

The design tea leaves
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Payton Anderson - A Collection of Poems

Anger

Nerves feel like they’re on �re

Body has touched a fuming wire

Sometimes it feels so intense

Your eyes glare across the room with suspense

Hands ball up into �sts

Face begins to twist

Fury

It slowly builds up inside of you

Both a mixture of frustration and feeling blue

The feeling of punching a hole through the wall

The inkling within begins to fall

Fall through your nerves from your face

A track of nerves beginning to race

Irritation

The �re within �ickers away

Leading the brain feeling astray

All this is becoming exhausting

But now the feeling of emotion feels frosting

Many things can cause anger

Not by someone you know but even a stranger
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Water

Hydrating yet so drowning

Freezing to ice and snowing

Source of life

While an icicle can pierce the body like a knife

An ocean carrying people across

Drowning others

Causing loved ones to grieve in loss

Lightly tapping the roof while sleeping

Cracks within the walls

Water comes through seeping

Droplets slowly hitting the ground

A soft pitter-patter sound

The rain doesn’t end there

Yet the noise of it comes o� an umbrella soaking my hair

Puddles forming on the street

Walking through them soaking my feet

Pouring out of a watering can

Hitting the petals of a carnation

Behind the moss a �owing fall

The waterfall trickles down a mossy wall

Fire

Engul�ng a forest
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Taking everything with it

Red and orange �ames malnourished

Flames spread towards the east

From the looks of the dead trees life was ceased

The wrinkling stench of burnt wood

Makes a memory of where every tree stood

Even though the �re made the sea of green disappear

It didn’t leave life trembling with fear

A lighter �ickered to light a wick

The light from it began to stick

A harmless candle waving in the dark

Sky Above

Glancing up at the sky

Surrounded by blue to the naked eye

The sounding breeze becomes loud

With that, comes a cloud

Sun begins to fall in the west

The blue above comes to a rest

Overcome by dusk

Day turns to night

Little specks of light appear

The moon moves near

Small beams of light glide
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Each little ray in abide

Night turns to day

Dawn approaches

Splashes of color come from the east

Cyan blue starts to increase

With the sun above

Wind

Whirring across the �at land

Twisting into a circular band

Touching the wheat grass

De-rooting trees from the ground in its path

Life around it �ees

Dust kicks up from the ground

That is all I see

Sprinting towards the hole in the ground

My sister is not with me nor found

Screams come through the gusts

The course of destruction adjusts

Heading away from the town

No more buildings stand there

Just a wooden sea of brown
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Sand

Glancing across the deserted land

Eye catches the shape of a sandy hand

Tumbling towards the oasis

The wind picks up

Men start sprinting at faster paces

Running away from the storm

A sand swirling monster has been born

Swallowing the dunes

Taking a deep breath of the dusty fumes

Eyes �utter open to a glaze

Right in front of me is a sanded haze

Rain

You know what they always say

Before the sun comes the rain

Rain feels the way it looks

Happiness has been taken by a crook

You just sit in your room feeling empty

Not even getting up to eat

The noise of the drops echo o� the roof

A noise comes from the window and you don’t even look

Late at night I look at the ceiling

The rain can’t drown out the same old feeling
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Every morning I hope to wake up and �nd it has been healing

But the sadness doesn’t work that way

It drowns you deeper day by day

Pulling you down into the same emotional state

You feel that your demons have determined your fate

Sun

The dawn is coming

Ridding the rain

And away with it went the pain

You’ve found the end of the tunnel

And stepped into the light

Never surrendered

To the wounding �ght

Your friends haven’t seen you happy in a while

The feeling of pure happiness makes you begin to smile :)

And with that, the rain will always go away

Just remember it might not take a day

To make the pain go away

But you should never stop trying

In the end, the sun will always be shining
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McKenna Logan - A Poetry Collection

Preface

The mind is colorful,

with no shade the same,

memories and facts,

and wisdom you have gained.

I’ve been told life

was a box of chocolates,

but that’s really not true,

it’s whatever you make it,

so enjoy the view.

Anxiety

My emotions take over,

I’m not me anymore,

a bystander in my own life,

the thoughts swirling around,

an endless riptide,

with no way out.

Con�dence

I know what I’m doing,

at least I think I do,

my life is set,
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the path is clear,

What could go wrong?

It’s only up from here.

Happiness

Happiness can be found all around,

from a book, a song, or even yourself.

If you �nd what you love,

and keep it near,

happiness will �nd you,

year after year.

Confusion

I’ve been told I’m the choices I make,

But why can’t I be more?

I’m full of mistakes.

would the person I once was be heartbroken,

over who I’ve become?

What have I done? Why can’t I be di�erent?

Or am I exactly who I’m supposed to be,

Wishing things were di�erent?

Discovery

The world is a place,

with much to explore,
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so many new things,

awaiting behind each door.

I’ve learned what I love,

And what I hold near,

though trying new things,

Is something I fear.

Regret

Life has gone by too fast,

here I am

Existing

which is di�erent from,

Living,

If I could, would I restart?

Or is my life just an abstract work of art?

Growth

My life is a story,

and I’ve just turned the page,

So many new things coming in waves,

What will I learn? Is there enough time?

As long as I keeping growing,

I know I’ll be �ne.
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Wisdom

Life is scattered,

nothing is ever quite the same,

but stick it out, see it through,

the world needs you,

and other people do too.

Everyone’s connected,

in more ways than one,

a domino e�ect,

that has already begun.

Re�ection

Looking back on the years,

I see what I’ve done,

the impact I’ve had will last a lifetime,

on the people I love,

and those who’ve walked beside me.

The Prologue

I enter a state,

unknowing, unsure,

but the journey I’ll embark on,

is one I’ll endure.
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The Epilogue

The time has come,

for this story to end,

I close my eyes

the world fades away,

I see a bright light,

and I’m whisked away.

Acknowledgements

The experiences you have gained,

the people you have met,

have contributed to your story,

even if there is regret.

You made it to the end,

I hope you took it in,

life moves too fast,

acknowledge it.
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Antoinette Dingledine - A Collection of Poems

Hell Bound

I like the pain
Like to make myself bleed
My thoughts su�ering
Makes me feel alive

I don’t need your medications
It won’t help my brain,
Help my soul,
Don’t try to numb me, no

I tear myself apart
Then sew me back together
Have so many scars
Can’t tell who they came from
Live o� a broken heart
And then I fall apart again
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I’m hell bound
I’m hell bound

Scared of my own re�ection
Don’t who I’ve become
Demons all around me
Don’t know where they came from

Fall apart
Break my mind
Twist it
And still come out alive

Like the pain
Like to make myself bleed
Live o� a broken heart, broken soul
Hell bound

Meaning:

“I like the pain
Like to make myself bleed
My thoughts su�ering
Makes me feel alive

I don’t need your medications
It won’t help my brain,
Help my soul,
Don’t try to numb me, no”

I do sometimes �nd physical pain a way to deal with internal pain. Sometimes things get so bad that I’ll scratch
and cut myself until I bleed. I’ll start thinking that nobody cares or loves me. The physical pain that I am
in�icting on myself makes me feel more human and less numb on the inside. You can get medication for certain
anxiety and in this verse I’m saying that I don’t need or want that medication. The medication won’t help me, it
will only make me feel more numb and that I’m a monster that needs to be controlled.
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“I tear myself apart
Then sew me back together
Got so many scars
Can’t tell who they came from
Live o� a broken heart
And then I fall apart again

I’m hell bound
I’m hell bound”

I mentally tear myself apart, and then try to make myself feel better. I have people who have mentally abused me
and I have so many internal “scars” from that. Sometimes I don’t even know who gave me those “scars”. I go on
with life, at least I try, but then I’ll get into another bad mood and then “I fall apart again” and the cycle starts
over again. Saying that “I’m hell bound” doesn’t really mean that I’ll end up in hell. What I mean by that is I go
through my own hell in my day to day life and I’m bound to continue doing that.

“Scared of my own re�ection
Don’t who I’ve become
Demons all around me
Don’t know where they can from”

“Scared of my own re�ection” just means that I don’t know who I’ve become. I look back to when I was younger
and I was always really happy, no matter what someone said to me, and I’m trying to �nd out where I went
wrong and how I ended up this way. “Demons all around me” just means that there are so many bad thoughts in
my head that they are like my demons. “Don’t know where they came from” basically going back to asking
myself how I ended up depressed and worsen my anxiety.

“Fall apart
Break my mind
Twist it
And still come out alive”

This is basically summarizing what I’ve said in previous lyrics. I fall apart, “break my mind” basically saying that
I’ll have suicidal thoughts, telling myself that I don’t matter in this world and that nobody cares about me, I
twist it, my friends and boyfriend will tell me that they love me and care about me and “twist” my thoughts and
then I’ll “still come out alive” meaning that I didn’t go through with the suicide attempt.

(Inspiration for this song came from ‘Scare Myself ’ by Nessa Barrett.)
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Real

Can’t stand me no more
Tired of the person in my mirror
Need to get out, get out
or I’ll explode

And when I fall apart,
I cry out in the dark,
Come and save me
When things get so hard, so hard
I need a healing heart, healing heart
To make me feel real

My shadows
Following me
I try to �ght
To get things right

When I fall apart
I need a healing heart
To make me feel real

Meaning:

“Can’t stand me no more
Tired of the person in my mirror
Need to get out, get out, get out
or I’ll explode”

The poem starts out by saying that I’m tired of the way that I ended up. I’m tired of thinking that I’m not good
enough and feeling numb. “Need to get out, get out, get out/ or I’ll explode” basically is saying that I need to get
out of this situation one way or another.

“And when I fall apart, fall apart
I cry out in the dark, in the dark
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Come and save me
When things get so hard, so hard
I need a healing heart, healing heart
To make me feel real”

“When Ii fall apart” or when my thoughts get really bad, I will talk to my friends and boyfriend about it,
basically telling them
that I’m gonna either end my life or do something else. Basically telling them that I need help. “When things get
so hard/I need a healing heart” is saying that when things get hard for me I need “a healing heart” or someone to
tell me that I am worth it and that they love me to make me feel wanted or “real”.

“My shadows
Following me
I try to �ght
To get things right”

In this case, “shadows” are just the things that make me feel sad or depressed. “I try to �ght/to get things right” is
when I try to make things better for myself but end up not making that happen.

Real is also the title track of the EP and the reason that I named the EP ‘Real’ is because I wanted people to
know what I go through and what my life is like. I didn’t want to act as if my life is amazing when some parts of
it aren’t. I’m not only going to be showing the bad parts though.

Only One

Flashbacks of us come to me
It’s crazy how in love we are
I need you more than I want to admit

When I’m around you I don’t wanna die
Ur the only one who’s keeping me alive
The only one who’s on my mind
The only one

The words I wanna say
Can’t come out right
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I just end up saying I love you,
But u mean so much more

Get into pointless �ghts
But always come out right
Cause ur the only one
Only one for me

When I’m around you I don’t wanna die
Ur the only one keeping me alive
The only one

“Flashbacks of us come to me
It’s crazy how in love we are
I need you more than I want to admit”

This �rst stanza is about how I’m poking back on my relationship with my boyfriend and realizing how much in
love I am with him and that I need him more then I want to admit.

“When I’m around you I don’t want to die
Ur the only one who’s keeping me alive
The only one who’s on my mind
The only one”

There have been points where my boyfriend has helped me when I’m having an anxiety attack or feeling
hopeless, and when I’m around him I feel like I can be myself and that life is worth living.

“The words I want to say
Don’t come out right
I just end up saying I love you
But u mean so much more”

One of the reasons why I wrote this was to show my boyfriend how much he means to me and how much I love
him. Most of the time I can’t really �nd the words to tell him what I’m feeling around him, so I put it in this
poem.

“Get into pointless �ghts
But always come out right
Cause ur the only one
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Only one for me”

All relationships have struggles and they could go either way;, the relationship could break or they could go on
and have learned from it. I have gotten in �ghts with my boyfriend and so far we have been good. This stanza is
mainly about how you get into �ghts with your boyfriend or signi�cant other, but also about the moment you
realize that you’ve met your soulmate.

Wrong Side of Us

Stop making me feel like I don’t deserve your love
I care to much and you don’t care enough
Ur haunting me with all that u have done
Don’t want to give up
But I can’t keep going on like this

You say to bad if I’m hurting because of you
Then say your sorry
But are u really?
Baby, what’s wrong with us?

I don’t think we belong
But I can’t just let go
I think we’re on the wrong side of us
It’s eating me whole
Don’t think that u wanted this to happen
But baby we were bound to be on the wrong side of us

Thought this love would last forever
But now I don’t know
Tell me why
Things got so heartbreaking
Just tell me you love me, and I won’t walk away

Yesterday you were throwing all the knives
Now ur �ne
Am I going out of my mind?
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Or am I perfectly �ne?

I don’t think that we belong
But I can’t just let go
It’s eating me whole
Bound to be on the wrong side of us

“Stop making me feel like I don’t deserve your love
I care to much and you don’t care enough
Ur haunting me with all that u have done
Don’t want to give up
But I can’t keep going on like this”

This is about how I got into a �ght with my boyfriend and I felt like he didn’t care about me or our relationship.
I was torn between the fact that we had only been dating for two months at the time I originally wrote this, but
also the fact that part of me wanted tpthe break up with him because I was afraid that we would get into more
�ghts and that it would be bad for my mental health.

“I don’t think we belong
But I can’t just let go
I think we’re on the wrong side of us
It’s eating me whole
Don’t think that u wanted this to happen
But baby we were bound to be on the wrong side of us”

This is the point where I didn’t know what I should do. I didn’t want to break up with my boyfriend but I also
didn’t know what would happen to us if we stayed together.

“Thought this love would last forever
But now I don’t know
Tell me why
Things got so heartbreaking
Just tell me you love me, and I won’t walk away”

This is when the relationship and the �ghts started to take a toll on my mental health and I didn’t know whether
to break up or to continue our relationship. I also wasn’t telling my boyfriend how I was feeling. We both
weren’t being completely open about how we felt. We eventually worked out our feelings.
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Dying Inside

Shadows dance around in my head
My friends don’t understand
The love of my life ignores it
They say breathe and try to control it

I’m tired of waking up numb
Acting like I’m �ne
When I really just wanna die
Trying to please everyone
When I’m dying inside

Words come out as yells and screams
Drowning in anxiety
Sitting wishing it would end
Knowing it won’t completely

Up and down and back again
I think I’ve �nally lost it
Up and down and back again
Am I �nally dead?

“Shadows dance around in my head
My friends don’t understand
The love of my life ignores it
They say breathe and try to control it”

This is about my anxiety and how I feel like I’m a freak and how my friends and boyfriend didn’t know how to
help me.

“I’m tired of waking up numb
Acting like I’m �ne
When I really just wanna die
Trying to please everyone
When I’m dying inside”
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I wake up sometimes and don’t feel anything. I’ll try to act like I’m ok, partially because I have a younger brother
and I don’t want to worry him. I try to make everyone around me feel happy and not let them know that I really
am dying inside.

“Words come out as yells and screams
Drowning in anxiety
Sitting wishing it would end
Knowing it won’t completely”

Some days I won’t be good at hiding what I’m feeling. So I’ll get into �ghts with my mom and friends. I’m
drowning in my anxiety and wish it would end but I know it won’t because of the type of person I am.

This collection of poems was originally going to be an EP. The EP will hopefully come out later in 2022.

Lia Kilcup - A Collection of Poems

SF

in the winding street

i watch people forget

what they hated before

and made them upset

because who can ignore

the trees that grow out of cracks

in the warm cement

see apartments in stacks

warm steam blasts from a vent
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the co�ee shops you know

you cant resist

go see that musical show

youre not really a pessimist

the smell after the rain and fog

makes you realize

you really didnt mind it at all

here, the longing for freedom dies.

girls

i love you and you know that

but how can we stay together

how can we be real sisters

when we are both helpless and frail

destined to turn out just like them

we cry and cry and cry

but i make a promise to myself

that once i can, i will

i will without fail

because i wont let that happen to you
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i wont let that happen to us

walking silently i wonder

just how long it might take

because when they say they love us

it feels like a lie

so they can hurt you but keep you

but i can stay dormant for only so long

i know you trust me because i understand you more

than anyone else ever could.

catharsis

one pair of shiny silver scissors

mean nothing to some

so use as you may

to open a gift

to void a credit card

to give a new haircut

to slice clean �esh

whos to say what it means to you

but i imagine a pair of scissors
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as a damaging healer

because they are the hurt

that they mean when they say

it gets better before it gets worse

so why cheat the process?

loops

the moments i lose myself in feel like warm rain,

drzzling on pink roses to make the world smell sweet and pure.

its so nice to indulge your senses in those things

when the bad turns to worse without cause

why will nobody explain it to me? its all i ever wanted,

a reason. when i understand divine purpose, suddenly

I no longer quarrel with my own curiosity and acceptance blends into ignorance.

something new may arise from the depths of my doubtful conscious

and i will let it, creeping up on me like sharp winter air in my room

seeping through the pained windows of my own being

it embalms me, the new idea of regard for existence

for who is not puzzled by the circumstances they so strangely stand in.

they say art is up for interpretation, whatever the eye of the beholder feels,

so what is it that really ties the feelings together?
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to some, art is a beautifully composed oil painted tree. maybe it is lonely

art could be the bricks dutifully laid down on a potentially doomed wall.

it could be the words angrily spat and claimed to later have no meaning.

otherwise hurtful and maybe, a stem of something objectively more beautiful.

i carefully observe the loops i fall into each night, wishing they would lead somewhere.

makeup

each night i let warm water seep into my skin

as i harshly scrub a delicate layer of my skin o�

to feel smooth and clean.

my face burns with the satisfaction of it.

i walk into my forever dark room and observe

the shadows on each dimple of my face

the shell of my once glowing body destroyed,

revealing my nearly dead complexion

why is it here i feel so naked?

i know this is truly me and yet

i am so embarassed.

but i cannot even bring myself to show myself this way

so do everything i can to evolve past it

im told it doesnt matter but i know it does

it hurt the most when my own friends didnt recognize me.
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if i gave up on this fake show i put on

i wouldnt even know how to function.

i will be pretty or die trying

self awareness

maybe i know myself too well.

to well for my own good

so well that i even forget that i am me

i feel as though i am observing myself

from a birds eye view

seeing as i make mistakes

and yet i jusify them

because im just too young

too upset

too stressed

but im sick of using my voice as a weapon

maybe i dont know myself at all

am i still self aware?

best friends
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It feels like wind on my face

when im covered in sweat

so refreshing and yet comforting.

being wrapped in a blanket

reminds me of talking to you

and reading over conversations

again and again and again

the cooler the air,

the more peace i feel

may the winters of before

never �nd me again.

together we know that small thing

that binds us together like twine

and you watch my favorite movies

they become your favorites

which reminds me of just how

happy i am

just to know that you get me.

we dont even have to talk

the silence is perfect for us sometimes

silence makes most people uncomfortable
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it almost feels telepathic how we know

the jokes we whisper will never make sense

to anybody else

because we both waited so long

to have someone like this

to know someone was your best friend

and that you were theirs.
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Non-�ction

Chloe Ko - “Newspaper”

She didn't know where he came from. A dark, midnight blue �gure with a comically large head

along with two comically large eyes was beside her bed. She almost jumped out of her skin when she

saw him.

“Oh my-! Who are you?” She whisper-screamed.

He did not give a response. Instead, when she shot up, he also stood up.

She was confused beyond belief.

“Um hello?”

Of course, no response. When she settled back on her bed, he too sat back down on the �oor.

Just as mysteriously as he came, she thought he would also mysteriously disappear, but he

stayed. He would follow her wherever she went, until she reached a destination, then he would

independently �nd a place to sit and observe her. Weirdly enough, he soon became a part of her life

seamlessly. They cooked together.

“Do you like salmon?” She asked while pointing towards the frozen �sh.

He just blankly stared at her, then to the salmon, then back at her.

“Okay. We’re having salmon then.”

They watched movies together.

“Do you like this movie? How about this one? Or this one?”
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At this point, she knew he would never respond, but it felt right to ask. To be courteous to a

guest? He would patiently wait for her to �nd a �lm. She doesn’t know if he’s patient or if that’s just

his personality. Deep down she knew it’s the latter.

“Ha, you kind of look like him.”

She pointed at the screen giggling, but when she was met with a blank stare, she awkwardly

looked back at the screen.

“Sorry.”

Her daily life was not complete without his looming �gure behind her. Mundane tasks were

accompanied by an empty stare constantly watching her. Initially, she didn’t mind his eyes, but that

changed. She was getting ready to leave the house to see her friends. She lengthens her eyelashes with

mascara, �lls her lips with lipstick, combs through her hair with her �ngers. Staring into her mirror,

making sure she looked presentable, she made eye contact with his re�ection. Little inscriptions

glowing ‘ugly’, ‘worthless’, ‘gross’ quickly �ash in the whites of eyes. She whips around in her chair, to

see that the inscriptions disappeared. When she turned back to the mirror, all of the bumps and

discoloration of her skin became more apparent, the �atness of her nose matched a pancake’s, and the

di�erence in size of her eyes became like an apple to watermelon. Vigorously wiping o� her makeup,

she calls her friend.

“Hey. I’m so sorry, but I don’t think I can make it today.”

“What?? Are you sure? We’ve been planning this for a while!”

“I know, I know. It’s just that, I don’t feel too good. “

“Girl, we’ll let you o� the hook this time! Bye.”
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She placed the phone on her vanity, still shaken up by what she saw.

As she spent the majority of her time with him, his company became her only company.

Eventually, her friends stopped reaching out, knowing she wouldn’t respond. To pass time, she would

sit in her room, on the bed having a staring contest with him, hoping to see a glimpse of those words

again. Those comically large eyes turned into void-like holes. Constantly being conscious of his

impounding presence took energy away from her daily life. She would wake up late to her online

classes.

“Thanks for joining us. What is the answer to question 5.”

Scanning the screen, still groggy, she is con�dent in her answer. As she was about to answer her eyes

met with his from across the room. ‘ Dumb’, ‘stupid’,‘wrong’ �ashed across his eyes. Her eyes widened.

“I-I don’t know.”

“You should. It was on the homework assignment. Somebody else?”

She peered over to him. It happened again. Thoroughly embarrassed by what happened and still

recovering from those deprecating words, she trudged downstairs to her family. She instantly regrets

her decision when she saw her family hovering around her report card. Her mother starts.

“You need to keep up with your work. Just because you’re a senior doesn’t exempt you from school.”

She pinched her nose bridge.

“I know. I’m trying.”

“If you know then get it together.”

As she listened to the lecture, her peripherals caught a �ash.

‘See? You’re dumb. You’re stupid. You’re worthless’
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Her eyes glaze. She quickly dismissed herself to her room.

She ran up to her room, him walking after her. She threw herself on the bed, silently crying. Her eyes

close, squeezing the tears back in. She looked up at the ceiling, calming herself with slow breaths. His

face entered her view.

His silent eyes scream, ‘Look at you cry. Pathetic.’

“You. What are you?” she snapped.

She sits up from her bed. Fully facing him.

“Why are you even here? Constantly looking at me, taunting me. What else are good for? Can’t you see

I’m trying? I’m trying!”

Anger starts to turn to frustration.

“I’ve been trying! Why are you looking at me? Why are you always next to me? Can you let me breathe?

I can’t do anything . Just leave! Get out! Get out, get out, GET OUT!”

Frustration turns to mania.

Clutching her hair, tears �ow down her face along with strangled screams. From him, not even a �inch.

His large, blank eyes stare at her as she breaks down. Grabbing anything in her vicinity, lamps, books,

pillows, blankets go �ying in her room. As her energy depleted, the ignited anger turned to ember. Tear

stains dry on her sleeping face as she wrapped herself in her own arms. The entire time, from the yelling

directed towards him to her tearing up her room to her falling asleep on an empty bed, he watched her.

Leaving the corner of her room, he picked up a fallen blanket. He stepped over the broken, �ickering

lamp, to the bed. Unfolding the blanket, he placed the blanket on top of her, making sure that the
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corners covered all of her body. He pats her gently, lulling her into a deeper sleep. His eyes close, one,

large tear falling down his face.

Ever since that day, she wasn’t the same. Her family could tell she wasn’t herself anymore. For her,

everyday felt like a hundred mile feat with no breaks. The deprecating words that used to appear in his

eyes became her own. She stopped talking to him, losing herself in the silence of her own conscience.

It was the coldest day of the year. Light frost and cold air became the common forecast. It has been

almost a year since ‘that’ day.

Early in the morning, a soft knock on her door took her attention from the ceiling.

“Hey sweetie. It’s Christmas Eve! Your mother and I were thinking maybe we could go light seeing?

What do you think?”

Her father was silently begged.

“Okay, let me get ready.”

Christmas used to be her favorite day of the year. The holiday vibes were enough to get her out of bed,

but the feeling wasn’t the same since last Christmas.

As she was about to get up, she felt a tap on her shoulder. She turned to see him standing behind her

with his arm forward, indicating he was the one that tapped her. This was the �rst time he did anything

outside of trailing and staring.

Eyes widened as she responded, “Yeah?”

His arm slowly lifted, his body turning towards the door. It was almost like he was saying ‘follow me’.

“Hey! Where are you going?”

He made a b-line to the door. She quickly followed after him, still in her pajamas.
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He abruptly stopped at the front of the door. His eyes went back and forth from her to the door knob.

“Do you want to go out?” She asked.

His large head nodded slowly. She headed for the door, pulling it open. Her eyes brighten as she sees

the fresh fall of a white wonderland on the street. She steps out, him right behind her. Her bare feet

freeze on the snow. She crouches, putting her hand in the cold snow, feeling each �ake melting on her

hand, hearing the crunch underneath her pressure, she feels herself smile gently. She relishes the harsh

feeling encompassing her hand. When was the last time it snowed? She sits up, throwing snow in the

air, laughing as the clumps hit her face. She felt good. She felt happy. Quickly gathering a snowball, she

turns to face him. Slowly, she lowers her ammunition, looking at the empty space behind her, only one

set of footsteps leading from the front door to her feet.
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Science Fiction/Fantasy

Julia Cholerton - “A Maze of Lost Souls”

The pungent smell of raw meat is really getting to me. I attempt to avert my gaze from the clear display

shelves �lled with bright red blood-soaked clumps of dead animals, but it isn’t worth the e�ort. Every time I

glance away I can still picture the horrid image crystal clear in my mind. I try taking smaller breaths to lessen the

smell but it doesn’t work. The poignant fumes have taken over my mind. I feel as if I will be sick any second.

A butcher’s shop is no place for a vegetarian. While passing by the storefront, I had been so attracted by

the eye-catching sign in the window advertising “ASTORIA UNDERGROUND GHOST TOUR” that I had

neglected to notice that the dreary building I was entering was full of odious animal carcasses.

The room is rather crowded, which only adds to my discomfort. Standing next to me is my best friend,

Brooke. We both attend the University of Oregon in Eugene, but we are spending winter break in Seaside, a

humble beach town on the coast. We’re taking a day trip to Astoria to shop for Christmas presents, which is how

we stumbled upon the ghost tour. Besides us, there are six other reticent customers in the store, all waiting for

the tour to begin. I hadn’t actually seen any of them enter the shop. I was so focused on the grotesque display

before me that I must have missed it.

I feel the acute sting of someone pinching my arm, and glance up with disorientation written across my

face.

“What,” I say stupidly.

“You spaced out again. I asked you where you wanted to go for dinner,” Brooke informs me, her eyes

�lled with mock judgement. After the 11 years that we have known each other, she’s used to me doing this. I

spend more time in my own head than anywhere else, which has proven to be both a blessing and a curse.

“I don’t know,” I respond. “Italian? I would kill for some fettuccine alfredo.”
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She is about to reply when her voice is cut o� by a soft soprano tone.

“Is everyone here for the 5 o’clock ghost tour?” A short, red-headed woman covered in a long coat and

clunky jewelry asks. Her voice is chilling. The moment I hear it I become unsettled, though I don’t quite know

why. There’s something about the way she talks that feels…ancient.

“My name is Marian,” she continues after we gather nearer to her. “I have owned this butcher shop and

the rooms underneath it for almost 20 years. I noticed that this place was haunted rather soon after I bought

it—when peculiar incidents occurred in the basement, which I’ll tell you about on the tour. For now, everybody

gather your belongings together, and I’ll lead you down to the underground. Watch your step—the stairs are

steep.” However lofty her voice is, she does make a decent tour guide.

Marian leads us to the back of the store and slowly opens a creaking weathered door. Behind it is a

precipitous staircase made of �imsy wooden planks that would give any bare-foot person heaps of sharp-tipped

splinters.

Slowly our group creeps down the rotting stairs into a room devoid of light. I press my arm against the

frigid cement wall to keep myself from toppling down the decaying wooden planks into the emptiness below.

The scent soon changes from uncooked meat to damp and musty, which is not necessarily a bad smell. At least

not after the intolerable oder of the shop above.

The basement is almost pitch black. The one beam of light comes from a crack underneath the door to

the shop, illuminating the very top of the stairs. The rest of the space is a void. It doesn’t take long for me to

realize that sunlight has never touched these walls.

Our group �lters through the darkness until we are standing in a line. I hear a click, and suddenly the

room is �ooded with a faint light. The room is much smaller than I thought it would be, but there are doorways

leading to other segments of the underground. Gray walls rife with water damage surround me, as I stare at the

center of the room where the only visible furniture lies: a lonely desk. There is no chair accompanying it, and no
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o�ce supplies on top. It’s just a rather large desk made of damaged rotting wood. Marian stands in front of the

desk, �ashlight in her hand.

“Welcome to the underground,” she half-whispers in that same sly voice. “This room used to be my

o�ce, before the ghosts started to disturb my work. My �rst day running the store, I arrived early to organize this

room, only for it to be completely destroyed the next morning. This was the �rst indication that perhaps I was

not alone.” She walks around to the opposite side of the desk and opens the top drawer, which is full of petite

objects that look like TV remotes. With an air of grace, she hands each of us one of the items.

“The item I have just given you all is called an EMF detector, short for Electro-Magnetic Field detector.

If a ghost or anything paranormal approaches you during the tour, the small bulbs at the top will light up.”

I stare down at the minute remote I hold in my hand. The �rst two lights hesitantly �icker on and o�.

On and o�. On and o�.

“If you all want to follow me, we will begin our tour,” Marian says, starting toward an empty doorway.

Brooke gives me a slight push, so that I’m the �rst to follow Marian into the abyss. I turn my head slightly to

stick out my tongue at her, before I am whisked away into the mysteries of the underground.

The only areas of the room I can see are those illuminated by the �ashlights. The rest of the room is

clouded in a hazy darkness. I step slowly across the �oor, my mind bothered by a slight anticipation. The one

noise to be heard is the muted breathing of the other tourists. Slowly that sound melts away as I disappear into

the more comfortable realm in my head. It is peaceful here. Gentle. Safe.

“AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!”

The sudden noise yanks me out of my tranquil abyss. I let out a scream of absolute terror as I leap

towards the far side of the room and grab Brooke’s shoulder. She is shaking slightly, and it takes me a moment to

realize that she’s laughing.
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“Doofus,” she spits out through her giggles. I look over toward the source of the noise to see a large

animatronic clown emitting a Disney villain-style evil laugh.

“As you can see,” Marian says. “We haven’t removed all of our Halloween decorations yet. She has a

microscopic smirk on her face. I feel a �ush of embarrassment as the world laughs at me in unison. Whatever.

She has no right to judge. What crazy person still has their Halloween decorations up in December?

Marian leads us past the maniacal clown and through another empty doorway into a cramped

rectangular room that seems to have once been a kitchen. Half of the room is covered with a dusty un�nished

counter, with various metal buckets underneath, �lled with wooden spoons, pastry cutters, and other decrepit

cooking supplies. On the center of the counter is a photo album, and a framed drawing of a somewhat familiar

woman with a small boy wrapped in her arms.

“Welcome to Abigail’s kitchen,” Marian says in that same lofty voice. “The woman who lives here,

Abigail, died in 1934. When she was alive, she housed here with her son, James. She worked at a yarn

manufacturing company not far from here, and died of in�uenza when she was 52. Abigail was one of the �rst

ghosts to start alerting me to her presence. She would roll balls of yarn through the underground, leaving trails

to damage that she had done. Once I followed a trail of yarn to �nd about �ve pounds of glass smashed into

pieces. I later found that all of the windows in the butcher shop had been shattered. Abigail must have destroyed

them and brought the glass to the basement.” She gestures to the drawing. “This drawing was done by a man

named Peter Bennet who also lives in the underground. Next to it is a yearbook from what we assume to be

Abigail’s high school, though we’re not quite sure which one is her.”

The group disperses around the room to explore. I pick up the photo album, which is much smaller

than modern yearbooks. The cover’s edges have worn with age. With care, I open the book to see pages and pages

of black and white photos. Each one showcases a single unsmiling teenager. My mind is alive with contemplation
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as I turn the �imsy pages. Something doesn’t seem…right…about these pictures. The people in them seem more

than unhappy. They seem cursed.

It isn’t long before Marian leads the group into the next room. We have only an hour, and there is a lot

to explore. The chamber is signi�cantly dirtier and more complex than the previous ones. Old wooden building

materials cover the �oor, drowning in waves of settled dust. The room splits o� into multiple dark hallways that

lead to unseen alcoves. It is a maze of lost souls.

The group again gathers around Marian, who is gesturing to a dusty black and white portrait of an

unsmiling bearded man.

“This is Peter Bennet. He was an artist who lived here in the underground around the same time as

Abigail. He was a heavy drinker, and died after drunkenly walking out into a street in downtown Astoria and

being trampled by an automobile. After his death he returned here, and multiple guests have reported hearing

his drunken shouts.”

I have to say this story freaks me out a bit. A regular ghost is scary enough. I don’t want to cross paths

with an angry drunken one.

We disperse around the room to look at the various artifacts and broken structures. My gaze is caught by

one of the hallways leading o� from the main room. Marian’s �ashlight doesn’t reach this place. It is so dark it is

impossible to see what lies in the space beyond. It could be completely empty, or it could be �lled with old

objects and wooden planks like the rest of the underground. There is no way of knowing. I am about to turn

away when I become trans�xed. There is something moving in the darkness. It shimmers—but it isn’t

quite…light. It’s something di�erent. Something usually unseen. After a second it disappears, and I notice a

source of light that isn’t Marian’s �ashlight. For most of the tour, the �rst two lights on the EMF reader have

been �ickering on and o�, but now all �ve are blaring. A silent alarm. My breathing slows. I can hear my own

heartbeat ringing in my ears as the shimmer in the hallway reappears and starts to move closer. I try to back up,
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but my feet are rooted to the �oor. It isn’t my shock that’s keeping them there. Something, or someone has a hold

on them. The shimmer moves closer and closer, a slow march. I try to scream but nothing comes out. Closer.

Closer. Closer.

“Caroline,” I am yanked out of my frozen state by Brooke, who has an expectant look on her face. “Let’s

go. We’re gonna see the dark room next.”

I nod slightly but immediately focus my attention back on the hallway. There is nothing there. My EMF

reader has gone almost dark, except for those two lights �ickering on and o�.

“You okay?” Brooke asks, looking a bit concerned.

“Yeah,” I mutter unconvincingly, and follow her down another hallway into the abyss.

Marian stands waiting for us in front of another empty doorway, leading to a completely empty and

compact room.

“This is the dark room,” she says with an aura of mystery surrounding her voice. “More sightings have

been reported in this room than any other on the tour. Reports include shadowy �gures, hanging bodies, and

severed limbs.”

My body is still shaking from the �gure in the hallway, and these gruesome descriptions don’t help.

“It was your imagination,” I say inside my head. “It wasn’t real. It wasn’t real.”

Brooke grips my arm and pulls me into the dark room against my will, a look of pure chaos on her face.

She deals with fear a bit di�erently than I do.

All at once I am overwhelmed with a feeling I have never felt. A heaviness—a darkness. The kind I

thought only existed in books. Suddenly my mind is underwater. My sense of hearing completely disappears

only to be replaced by a rushing sound like the kind you hear while riding in a car with the windows down. The

darkness isn’t just in my sight anymore. I can feel it. It has entrapped me. A curse has befallen me.
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As soon as it starts, it stops. The rushing noise is replaced by the sound of my own breathing. My vision

comes back into focus, and I realize that I have left the darkroom. I’m standing at least 10 feet away from the

doorway, and I don’t remember how I arrived there. Brooke is next to me, and it’s the �rst time I have ever seen

her look truly scared. Whatever that feeling was, she felt it too.

“Wha…what…what was that?” She stutters, looking at me with pure terror in her eyes. I can do nothing

but stare back at her with that same expression. I am speechless. My thoughts only say one thing: we need to

leave.

We don’t get the chance. Marian glances at our looks of terror with a smirk on her face and within

seconds she has ushered our group into another room.

This room has electricity. There is a lone light hanging from the ceiling with several red and black wires

coming out of it. The small area illuminated by the light only unsettles me more. There is a lone chair in the

center of the room, with a torn light pink cushion resting on it. Behind the chair is a pile of dolls. As if this tour

wasn’t already creepy enough. Most are porcelain, with a few modern-day baby dolls sprinkled throughout.

Most are missing limbs. Too many are missing heads. I make the decision that Marian is crazy. If I owned a

haunted underground, I wouldn’t stu� it full with laughing clowns and creepy dolls. I wonder if this woman has

seen any horror movies at all.

“This is what we call the ghost room.” A new wave of con�dence has entered Marian’s voice, almost like

something in this room has given her a burst of energy. She gestures towards the ceiling. “This ceiling hatch leads

to the butcher shop, but many years ago, before Abigail and Peter lived here, it led to a bar. The owner of this bar

was—as we would call it today—a serial killer. He would get people drunk, and push them through the hatch

into this room. Often his victims would break a leg during the fall, and would be left down here until they died.

Approximately 43 people were killed before the bar-owner was caught, and it is believed that they still live down

here today.”
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My already beating heart beats faster. I had come here hoping to have some fun, but something wasn’t

right. It was too real. The �gure in the hallway and the feeling in the dark room weren’t fake. I have to leave.

Something is stopping me. Again, my feet are rooted to the �oor by an external force and I know at this moment

that I am lucky to still be alive.

“In the middle of the room is what we call the ghost chair,” Marian continues. “It is believed to be the

most haunted object in all of the underground. You can try sitting in it—the suspense is wonderful.”

I have no intention of sitting in that chair, but my feet begin to move without my permission.

Something has taken control of my body. Something is moving me against my will.

The moment I sit down my mind is �ooded with that same feeling I got in the dark room. A heaviness

weighs on my shoulders. A rushing �lls my ears. Again, I am cursed. Within seconds I stand up, this time of my

own free will, and I am able to take a few steps backward before my body is stopped again by some power that

isn’t my own.

The others in the room take their turns sitting in the chair. Except for Brooke, everyone else in the

group is unfazed. Not a hint of fear or discomfort comes close to creeping across their faces. When it is Brooke’s

turn, she steps slowly toward the chair as if she is �ghting to walk away. She sits for a few seconds before jumping

up and walking over to stand next to me. Whatever is happening to me is happening to her too, and there is

nothing we can do to help each other.

After everyone has taken a turn in the chair, Marian speaks again.

“As this is the last room on the tour, you are free to split up and explore individually. We �nd that the

ghosts are more willing to present themselves when there is less human presence in a single area.”

At �rst I wonder if I will be able to obey her directions. My feet are stuck to the �oor. I can’t move a

muscle, but as Marian releases the group, the force on my ankles dissipates and I �nd myself able to walk. My

breathing slows down and loses its heaviness, and I begin to wonder if it was all a part of my imagination. Maybe
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I wasn’t cursed. Maybe there were no ghosts. Maybe my feet were never held in place. Maybe it was all in my

head. After all, most things were. A wave of assurance collapses over me as I steady my thoughts, and walk with

Brooke to explore the underground separate from the group. We stride through dark empty corridors laughing

and whispering. Both of us seem to have forgotten the chilling events from earlier, when we reach a destination

that is all too familiar to me. The darkest hallway in all of the underground. The place which had previously

been completely empty, except for a lightless shimmer.

My breathing is heavy again as I remember the events that had taken place here only 20 minutes ago. I

shake the thoughts out of my head. It wasn’t real. It couldn’t be real. The shimmer had been a �gment of my

imagination. That, I was smart enough to know.

Attempting to distract myself from my own mind, I silently sneak up behind Brooke and poke her in

between her shoulder blades. She lets out a yelp and turns around in a surge of terror. When all she sees is me

standing behind her and laughing she reaches out and gives me a harmless shove. I push her back, and soon we

have forgotten everything about the ghost tour. We are wrestling and laughing with each other like nothing bad

has ever happened. Until we’re not.

I’m bent over laughing when it happens. A rush of cold air overwhelms me and I immediately stand

upright. It is when I look up that I realize that the shimmer in the hallway wasn’t in my head. None of it was in

my head.

Standing in front of me is the outline of a girl around the age of eight. She is formed of the same

shimmery material I saw earlier. It is visible in the darkness, but isn’t light. The girl has mid-length curly hair

with a colorless bow tied in it. She is wearing a 19th century style dress, which might have been colorful once,

but is now the same shade as the rest of her: a translucent milky white.

I am frozen for a second before I let out an ear-piercing scream and dart down the hallway, Brooke close

behind me.
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I am running and running and suddenly I �nd myself out of breath. I keel over in the hallway leading to

the ghost room, and turn to Brooke as I catch my breath. Her face is pale, her eyes wide with terror. She has seen

the same things I have, and this time I know I’m not imagining it.

We look at each other in silence. There are no words to describe this present feeling of fear.

A movement to my left catches my eye. A ball of hot pink yarn is rolling down the hallway towards the

ghost room, leaving a long string behind it as it travels.

I know I shouldn’t move, but my curiosity overtakes my intelligence, and I grab Brooke’s hand as

together we follow the yarn to the ghost room.

With every step I take, my EMF reader glows brighter. I am blind to it’s �ashing lights. I cannot stop

myself from walking down the hallway—my trance is unbroken. The ball of yarn inches slowly towards the door

with Brooke and I close behind in an unbroken trance. I am unsure whether I am moving by my own free will or

under the control of someone else, but it doesn’t matter. It doesn’t change my fate.

With a sharp intake of breath, I turn to my left and enter the ghost room.

I feel prepared for anything when I enter the room but what I see still sends shivers up my spine. The

room looks almost exactly the same as it did the last time I was in here, with one tremendous di�erence.

The ghost chair is occupied.

Sitting in it is an old man, with the same translucent, pasty complexion as the young girl in the hallway.

He has a scraggly beard traveling down his neck and wears old-fashioned torn and dirty clothing. I recognize him

immediately from a portrait I had seen less than an hour ago. This is Peter Bennet.

I am again frozen in my place. Only one thought moves through my mind. There is no denying it. It’s

real. It’s all real.

Slowly Peter raises his head, gradually transferring his gaze from the �oor to Brooke and I.

“GET OUT OF MY HOUSE!!!” He yells, startling me out of my skin.
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“HOW DARE YOU!!! LEAVE, LEAVE, LEAVE!!!” His voice shakes the �oor and echoes around the

room with a shout of rage.

Suddenly he stands from the ghost chair and bolts toward us, his steps thumping against the concrete

�oor.

Brooke instinctively backs up and trips into the small ancient closet that used to be a bathroom outside

of the ghost room. With a slam that echoes around the entire underground, the door closes.

Brooke screams and screams. The door shakes and rocks as she pounds on it, but it doesn’t open. I am

about to run and help her, when Peter turns on me.

I run in the other direction, back down the hallway towards the dark room. I attempt to move past it

and back into the butcher shop, but I am cornered before I can make the e�ort. Surrounding me now are the

other tourists exploring the underground, except now they are di�erent. Each one has a blue haze surrounding

them, similar to one possessed by the little girl I had seen in the hallway.

They weren’t friendly, modern tourists anymore either. Instead of the vacation clothing they had

previously been wearing, every tourist was now draped in old fashioned trousers, tunics, and heavy boots.

One thing made sense to me as they begin to surround me and force me to re-enter the dark room. They

were never really tourists.

I scream with indignance as I am forced into the room, but it is no use. Within seconds, I am

surrounded in darkness and again overwhelmed with a feeling of unbearable heaviness. I turn around as my eyes

adjust to the darkness, and immediately wish I hadn’t. Behind me in corner in the dark room is a pale and

bloodless corpse hanging from the ceiling. Another scream escapes my throat as I run towards the exit, but I

cannot escape. The former tourists are surrounding the door, preventing any sort of departure.

I am now so petri�ed with fear that I cannot make another noise, but the underground is in no way

silent. Peter Bennet can be heard muttering in the other room, his voice quieted but his words no less intense. As
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the former tourists sweep delicately but forcefully across the �oor, a slight rush of wind causes a sweeping noise.

Worst of all are Brooke’s screams. She is still pounding at the door, attempting to break out from the inescapable

prison. Peter Bennet raises his whispers to a shout again, and within seconds, Brooke’s screams go silent. The

worst thought clouds my head before I shoot back with optimism: she’s escaped. She has to have escaped. She’s

going to �nd help now. I can’t bear to think of the obvious fact that this might not be true.

I hold back sobs as the tourist ghosts begin to clear a path. The path is not for me. Instead, Marian walks

down the center, with the same blue haze surrounding her. Only now, I recognize her as someone else. Her

makeup has been washed away and she is wearing di�erent clothing: a nineteenth century dress with heavy

brown boots. I recognize who she really is at that moment, from a drawing she herself had shown to me.

“Abigail,” I say out loud to her, as she approaches where I stand. She smiles maliciously and lays her

hand on my shoulder, causing a sharp shiver to travel down my spine. She leans down, and whispers in my ear.

“I am going to kill you,” she says, a phrase that �nally �ts her soft and ghostly voice. I am too frozen to

say anything. “You should have left this ghost tour when you had the chance,” she continues to whisper.

“Although, before you die you should know that there never was a ghost tour at all—only us.”

A wave of realization crashes upon me. How I had never seen any of the other tourists enter the shop.

How none of them ever spoke. How Marian, Abigail now, had seemed o� putting to me the moment I had

stepped in the room. How nobody else on the street seemed to notice the sign that said “ghost tour.” How

nobody else seemed to notice that the butcher shop was even there.

Abigail reaches into her pocket. For what, I will never �nd out. I bolt before she has a chance to reveal

it, darting down the path that the ghosts have cleared. They snarl and chase after me, but I am too fast. I race to

the bathroom door and throw it open, thinking to reunite with my best friend, and instead being subject to a

horrible site.
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Brooke is lying crumpled on the �oor, dead. A trickle of blood is spilling from her head, and the warm

breath that usually fogs up her glasses in cold spaces is nowhere to be seen. With one last ray of hope I fall to the

ground, and place my hand on her wrist, praying that I would feel a slight pulse. There is nothing. Her wrist is

cold and �imsy. She is gone.

I let out a pure sob of sadness. My best friend, the person who I had grown up with, my roommate, the

person who was truly more of a sister than a friend, is dead. I am too �lled with grief to notice the ghosts

surrounding me.

I am brought back from my haze of emotions by a sharp pain in my back. Abigail stands behind me, a

knife dripping a red liquid in her hand. She says something, a smirk on her face, but I can’t hear her. I am lonely

and broken as the last waves of life �ood from my body.

To my surprise, in a few moments I can breathe again. The world looks di�erent now. There are no

ghosts. No pain. I stand up slowly and stumble across the �oor, not even noticing that I am leaving my body

behind me.

Suddenly the basement is �lled with light. In rush a dozen emergency workers and paramedics with

bright �ashlights and medical tools, talking in words that I can’t seem to process. I bolt to the other side of the

basement. I sit on the �oor that once seemed cold, but now has no temperature at all. A movement to my right

causes me to turn my head. Brooke sits down next to me, but she is not hurt anymore. There is no blood spilling

from her forehead. She is surrounded by a blue aura, and it only takes me a few moments to realize that I am too.

We huddle together, both not saying a word as the paramedics remove our bodies from the scene. They

are still talking, to each other and into various hand-held radios, but for whatever reason I cannot hear them.

Soon they clear the scene, and all that is left is darkness.
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I am silent. The world is silent. A �gure appears before me…a familiar �gure. A little girl in a Victorian

dress stands before me, holding out her hand. With no hesitancy, I take it, and the only sound I can hear is the

faint rush of wind as I fade away into nothing. Nothing at all.
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Drake Johnston - “The Computer”

A loud hum jolted Dave awake from his sleep at his desk. The fax machine was printing. Dave could

care less and leaned back into his chair waiting for the machine to stop so he could continue sleeping.

Last night was New Year’s Eve and today was New Year’s Day, 2022. Dave didn’t sleep until he came to

work at 6:30 this morning. The hum eventually did stop, but Dave knew that he should at least glance

over to see what was just sent to him before continuing to catch up on sleep. He read the �rst line, it

said “Termination Request” Dave immediately got up from his cluttered desk and grabbed the paper,

to continue reading.

Termination Approval Request

Jonathan W. Baker

DOB: 19 July, 2073

Place Of Birth: Lakewood WA

Suggested Date of termination: 21 July, 2073

Method of termination- Lethal injection
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Reason for termination:

Destruction Of Government material

Dave, very confused, waited for more papers to print, but the fax machine sat as silent as him. He had

never seen a paper like this before in his entire 19 year career. Termination approval requests, or TAR’s

as they were called in his training,are the rarest requests that could be sent. The instructors said most

would go their entire 20 year long careers without ever seeing a single one. But something has to be

wrong. He needed to be given more details. It must have gotten something wrong. Whatever Jonathan

Baker is going to destroy can’t possibly require killing him.

Dave got up from his seat, folded the paper in his pocket, and quickly left his claustrophobic o�ce

through the heavy soundproof door. Walking as fast as he could it still would take him a good 10 to 15

minutes to get to the exit, but that was nothing compared  to the 7 hour drive he had ahead of him.

Dave hopped into his old but reliable car. He got it when he �rst started his job. Whenever someone

asks Dave what his job is he usually says something bland like accounting. Everyday Dave wakes up and

goes to work in an o�ce building like any other. But when he gets into the elevator, instead of going

up, Dave goes down. Down all the way to the last �oor the elevator will take him and from there he
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walks a maze of hallways into his o�ce. Dave’s job is one of the most important a person can get. Dave

knows the future.

The government selected Dave for his expertise in software manufacturing. But Dave’s job doesn’t

require him to do anything with software. He is one of the 231 specially selected people in the US who

manage the decisions of the world's most powerful computer. They never told Any of the 231 selected

experts how, what, or where this computer works. But Dave from his software expertise believes

somewhere a massive computer big enough to calculate with certainty the events of the future. But the

government was smart. They knew that they should have people monitor the computers' decisions. So

whenever the computer believes a major event needs to be stopped, or a person who is going to cause a

major event needs to be stopped, it will send a request recommending the best course of action. But

rarely ever does it recommend killing someone. This means no matter what events could be caused in a

person's life that would change their future, they will still inevitably end up committing a terrible act

against humanity. So they must be killed. But not by Dave or the other 231 experts. But by an elite

group of government assassins capable of killing anybody at any age, or time. With the ability making it

look like an accident. Dave was particularly aware of this because he himself feared he may soon �nd

that these assassins were after him. He was very aware that speaking of any events from the future could

lead to literal termination, but needed help. He was driving to his friend. His friend is named Nick.

Nick was also involved with the supercomputer in some way but Dave wasn’t allowed to know how.

They met during their training and since then they have been meeting up fairly often. But they rarely
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ever spoke of work, they were too afraid. But their next meeting, wich Nick didn’t even know was

going to happen, was only going to be talk of work. Dave’s long drive started when the sun was high in

the sky but now as it grew darker so did Dave’s thoughts. He couldn’t stop wondering why or how

Jonathan would want to turn o� the computer. Over the seven hour long drive Dave never stopped

thinking about it, until he �nally pulled into Nicks driveway. He knew that Nick shouldn’t be home

for another hour son he turned o� his car and started to wait. But to his surprise Nick's front door

opened and he came out.

“Hello Dave! Come on in.” He yelled, leaning out of his front door. Dave was confused how Nick

knew it was him, but quickly got out of his car and made his way inside.

Nick asked Dave “So what are you doing here?”

Dave Disregarded the question and immediately asked

“How did you know that was me out there”

Nick seemed distressed and said

“I already know why you are here Dave. You are in serious trouble. I need you to take the envelope on

my table and leave everything you need to know is in the envelope. Now leave”
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Dave didn’t even question his friend. He grabbed the envelope and left.

He went to Nicks to feel better but he left feeling even more uncertain. He drove away fast and

couldn’t stop thinking about what was in the yellow envelope on his passenger seat. It would be

another sleepless night for Dave as he drives back to his o�ce. Why doesn’t he want me to open the

envelope? He kept thinking. It made no sense. Dave couldn’t restrain himself. He pulled over on the

side of the road and started to open the enclosed envelope. Insides was a single piece of folded paper

with one line of text. It said,

“Dave, I knew you would open the envelope. Start driving and don’t stop. Get back to your o�ce”

Dave �oored it. He was going as fast as he could. It usually would take another 5 hours from where he

was but Dave made it just under 4. He sprinted his o�ce past the Receptionist who seemed a little

confused why he was running. Dave sprinted to the elevator. Dave sprinted through the hallway and

struggled to open his door. He stood there trying to catch his breath when a fax came through. He

waited a second  for it to �nish printing and pulled out the paper.
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“Dear My friend Dave, you are playing a major part in the history of the world. For the last 7 years my

job has been studying your future. I know everything that you have done, and will do. You recently

received a fax like none other you’ve been sent before. That was not sent by the computer but rather

me. Jonathan W. Baker is however a real person. In just a moment you will receive the real TAR. You

need to deny it. The computer is programmed with a fatal �aw. It has the bene�t of the United States

in mind. But in 2094 when Jonathan W. Baker has your job, The United States is no longer what we

know it as today. It is a corrupt nation of evil and rich scum. The computer will become their greatest

weapon and grant them control of the world. It must be destroyed. So I ask you Dave to let Jonathan

ful�ll his fate. You need not worry, I have made you safe. There is no one that will be able to �nd that it

was you who saved Jonathan Baker. I have redacted any evidence pointing to you. But it has cost me

greatly. Today at 6:16pm I will be killed.

Best regards, your friend Nick
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RJ Lawber - “The Fight Over Launch Station”

Brady looks at the clock; it was 2:00am in the morning, about 100 miles o� the shore of the

mainland. It was very cramped in small �ying aircraft, there was barely enough room for Nick, Jerry,

and Brady. Brady yells; “we are 2 minutes out”, they are crawling over each other trying to get ready to

jump. Jerry opens the back hatch and they all jump out. You can see the tumbling smoke o� in the

distance of the launch station. Nick pulls his shot, then Jerry and Brady follow up behind him. Nick

shouts, “we are 1800 feet cut the lines”. They drop out of the sky and land in the Atlantic Ocean. Their

suits protect their bodies from the pressure of the impact, as well as giving them enough oxygen to

swim to the rig. Nick is in the front, then Brady and Jerry are really close behind Nick. Nick says over

the coms, “we are coming up to the rig, you know the drill. Brady cut the lights, and Jerry loaded the

foundations with explosives. I will meet you at the landing pad.” They approach the rig Brady shoots

the hook to the 3rd �oor, Nick & Brady climb the rope. Brady goes to the electricity room, trying to

avoid all the scientists. He makes his way down the side of the 3rd �oor, passing the workers’ dorm

rooms and hears someone yell “HEY, STOP RIGHT THERE” *Brady turns around* notices that

there is a drunk mechanic yelling at him.

The AI in his suit says “no threat, move on”, so Brady keeps walking quickly and sees the

electricity room up the stairs and to the right. Brady steps back around a pillar to think. I found the

room, but it’s in the middle of the rig. Floors 4 & 5 can see right down to it. Nothing is surrounding

the room and there’s 3 scientists patrolling around the room. He then pulls out his python, turns it on,

and slowly aims down the sights and walks up the stairs. The three scientists walk around to the north

side of the rig, in the triangle pattern, one in the front and two behind the leader. Brady walks briskly
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up behind the back 2 he shoots both in the back, and then shoots the one in the front. Brady *talking

to himself* says “this new tranquilizer gun is pretty handy to have”. He pulls the scientist’s body over

to the railing and pushes them o�.” While this is happening, Jerry swims around the base pillars of the

rig and pulls up his map on his forearm. J looks at the map to see the crumble points of the rig’s

foundations. J notices that the coms’s silent, which isn’t normal. Brady normally is asking stupid

questions and Nick hasn’t checked in to see what our progress is. He �nishes placing the explosives on

the crumble points in the pillars and heads back up to the surface. Jerry told the team, “I’m heading

back up. Everything has been placed and ready.” The coms were still quiet, no response. . . Brady says

“I’m ready to cut the electricity”. Nick says “cut the electricity and meet at the helipad”, J and Brady

replies “aight.” Jerry and Brady meet at the helipad on top of the rig, Brady asks J “where’s Nick?” J

*shrugs his shoulders and then points behind Brady*.

Nick is coming up the stairs quickly. Something is wrong. The rig got really quiet. They can’t

hear any of the scientists walking around making noise. The dorms are all quiet. Brady looks around

and sees a group of heavy scientists. Heavy scientists are in heavy armor and carry m249s and

SPAS-12’s, they’re no force to be reckoned with. Heavy scientists are people born and raised for one

purpose: to follow orders no matter the cost may be. They don’t have emotions. Some say they are no

longer humans, they're just empty souls being used to protect the government's secret projects and

terminate anyone that gets in their way. Brady asks Nick, “did you get the box?” Nick replies, “yes, now

let’s get going.” Nick puts the box in Jerry's backpack and seals it. Jerry commands Brady and Nick

“jump in 3, 2, 1”. They all jump o� the rig into the water, they head to shore, Nick says “we are 20
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minutes out”. The three soldiers have self repelling jets they hold on to, to increase the speed at which

they can reach destinations underwater.

The three soldiers arrive on the shore 2 miles out from the launch station. The sun is rising and

the morning shift workers are arriving. The launch station is a heavily guarded structure as it is 1 of 6 in

the world, they are meant for commercial �ying to the moon. The company that’s building these

stations is destroying the planet, so people will think their only option is to leave the planet and go to

the moon. In which most people would have to sell all their belongings to get enough money for a

ticket. However, when people reach the moon, they lose all their freedom and become poorly paid

workers. The moon civilization has been going on for around 50 years. Citizens on the moon never

come back down to earth as they get worked to death, and some get experimented on to become

scientists.

Nick, Brady, and Jerry head to the station, but they are going to stay low till night rolls around.

They approach station 6 as they are traversing the terrain; they notice as much security there actually is.

So they waited for the daytime workers to leave and they will go in with the night shift workers. It’s

been 2 hours, the daytime workers are leaving and the night shift workers are arriving. They walk

towards the truck. Loads of people waiting to gain access to the station and end up taking 3 of the

workers out. Then putting their clothes on over their suits, that way they are less noticeable. Once into

the station, they split up. Nicky heads to the control tower, while Brady and Jerry head to the launch

pad. Brady and Jerry rig up explosives all on the underside of the launch pad. While they are doing this,

Nicky is destroying everything in his pathway going to the control tower. Once in the tower, he sets o�
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the evacuation alarm. Nicky watch’s all the workers run for the exits and the scientists are running up

to the control tower.

Over the coms Nick says “I’ve gathered their attention and it’s not looking so good for me

guys.” Brady replies “we are �nishing setting everything up, this place will blow in 2 minutes”, Nick

replies “Alright”.

Nick ties a rope around a pillar in the center of the tower, then ties it around his waist. Nicky

then jumps out the window, repelling down the side of the tower with the strong wind blowing against

him as he repels. As he reaches the ground, he heads over to the launch pad. But he sees a group of

scientists heading right towards Brady and Jerry. Nick is unsure whether he should �ght them to get to

the launch pad or if they should abandon the mission and head out. There’s no time to think about it.

Nick pulls out his damascus karambit and m92 from his waistband as he charges towards the group of

scientists. Nick yells over the coms “BRADY LOOK OUT!” *Brady turns around* There is a heavy

scientist standing face to face with Brady. The heavy scientist punches Brady in the face. Brady falls

backwards but is quick to get back on his feet. Brady notices that this heavy scientist doesn’t have a gun

like the others. . . Brady asks over the coms “What’s with this guy, he’s di�erent from the rest, as if he

has light armor which allows him to move faster.” Nick replies, “We have been �ghting them for years.

We would know if there was another kind of scientist or even if Blue Origin had started a recent

development of scientists.” As Brady is getting the stu�ng beat out of him, J says, “Brady, I see you are

pulling your punches again.” Brady angrily snaps back “shut up, I could just let him past so you could

�ght him.” Nick interrupts their childish argument. "Would you guys like to act like adults for once,

this is a serious matter.” Brady & Jerry snap back “�ne”.
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As Brady and Jerry were having their minor scu�e during the midst of the battle, Brady was

losing and by the time Nick �nished �ghting his group of scientists, another would appear from all

sides. There was no chance Nick could get to Brady. Jerry looked over his shoulder and saw Brady on

the ground, getting beat. J turns around and mumbles, “damn it Brady, you clumsy big boy.” He turns

around, grabs this mystery scientist by the neck and knees it in the face repeatedly. Brady scrabbles back

to his feet with a frightening look while he watches Jerry �ght this creature. Jerry and Brady are giving

everything they got at this monster who keeps getting back up even after getting shot, stabbed, and

beaten. It’s almost as if it can’t feel pain, Jerry yells to Brady “we can’t kill this thing, we have tried

everything!” Brady yells back “what if we puncture the heart no one can operate without their heart!”

And so they did. Brady backed up and picked a straight piece of steel rebar and Jerry was �ghting the

creature with hand to hand combat. Brady throws the piece of steel to J. J grabs it in the air as if they

were in some action movie, then stabs it right through the heart and out the back. The monster pulled

it right out of itself and then looked at the guys as if it was going to eat them. Then it fell over and died.

The guys high �ves and said, “Great work. We are a great team” Nick screams from about 30

meters away. "There is no end to these guys. I can only fend for them for so long. J are you anywhere

close to being done?” J responds “yes mom, we are ready.” *Jerry pushes the count down* Jerry tells

Brady “let’s move out,” Brady questionably asks “why, the timer on the bomb hasn’t started?” Jerry

doesn’t know what is wrong. He set everything up correctly. What could be wrong? There’s no time to

think Nick is getting overwhelmed by scientists. J calming tells Brady, “I will stay here and set it o�

manually. My suit will absorb the blast if I can get far enough away. Brady grabs Nick and heads for the

southeast exit. I will meet you on the outside.” Brady shakes his hand and says, “no, we don’t leave each
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other behind.” J says we don't have time to argue about this, I will be �ne just leave, I will see you on

the other side.” Brady runs over to Nick and says “we gotta get out of here something is wrong with the

bomb and it needs to be set o� manually. J is going to meet us on the outside of the southeast exit. We

have a minute after he sets o� the bomb. Nick says “I don’t have a good feeling about this, but it’s the

only option we have and we cannot fail another mission.” Brady nods and gives J the thumbs up. J

starts the countdown. As he sees Brady and Nick run for the exit. As Jerry was starting to leave, he got

overwhelmed by the scientists. They �ocked to him like moths to a bright light. He fought for his life

to get out of there, but he realized there was no chance he could get out of there. Jerry says over the

coms “Sorry guys, I won’t be joining you on the outside. Thank you for being my friends and family. I

will cherish the wonderful memories of our missions. J out!” Brady screams as he runs back into the

station and Nicky tackles him as the launch station blows up in the ground.

As Nick and Brady look through the rubble of the destroyed launch station for Jerry, who

wasn’t able to make it out of the range of the explosives. Brady has found Jerry and yells out to  Nick.

Once both of them were there Brady said in a quiet, broken voice, “his heart beat is slowing.” As the

tears run down Brady's face, he is remembering all the good fun and annoying times they had together.

They started life without each other but acted as if they had been friends since day 1. Nick puts his

hand on Brady’s shoulder and says “let's get out of here”, Brady picks up Jerrys’ body as they walk out

of the crumbled compound that used to be a launch station. They walked to the shore that they swam

in on, Brady laid Jerry down, and dug a hole with Nick. They gently laid Jerry in the hole and covered

him in the grainy sand as they said their goodbyes. Brady looked at Nick. He saw vengeance in his eyes,

as well as anger, hate, and knew what was to come. The both of them said nothing to each other, just
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sat down on the sand next to where they buried J and listened to the waves crash loudly, the dark

gloomy clouds �ll the sky, and the strong winds that could tear down a whole mountain. There was a

storm coming that couldn’t and wouldn’t stop for anything or anyone.
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Lauren Main - “High to Low”

Corbin had reached his limit.

Not only had he disappointed Voltaire, but he had ruined the one chance he had gotten to be

something di�erent than what everyone in the Highlands perceived of him. A spoiled, lazy brat of a

boy, who didn’t belong there. Who didn’t know what he was doing and would ultimately die alone.

The mission had gone so poorly that Morain, the older lowlander child of the sanctuary, had

died. While succeeding in saving the young circus dud, who had corrupted majick and was used as a

spectacle, they had lost another kid, who had only had a few years of freedom from his past of injustice,

before dying brutally due to negligence on Corbin’s part.

That, and the fact that he was basically worthless as a farmhand, led to Corbin abandoning

Voltaire’s sanctuary, and left to wander the streets of Trent that night. Trent was a small town in the

valley, nestled beside the abrupt cli�s that towered above. Corbin looked wistfully up towards the top

of the plateau, seeing the Highland city lights that �ared from the edge. He missed his home, The city

of Valor.

But this was the Lowlands, and there was no way to get back up once you fell. While he was not a dud,

and an actual highlander, Corbin would still face abuse at the hands of angry lowlanders who were

furious at his kind. He couldn’t blame them after witnessing the terrible exploitation the highlands

subjected to them in their large coastal city of Halbard, but now that he was back in Trent, and didn’t

know how to hide his bright turquoise eyes without the majickal charm, he was afraid.

He had curled up between two brick buildings downtown, his hair greasy and his clothes �lthy,

tapping his wand—a sickle—against his leg. He had submitted to simply staying there until morning.
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The Lowlands had beasts of animals, and after seeing the large pet cats at the sanctuary, he was worried

if he would �nd anything else crawling around in the long stretch of roads or farm �elds. The ones at

the farm may have been nice, but he doubted a wild one would be similar.

Rain soon started sprinkling. Corbin looked up at the sky between the two rooftops, and saw

the gray clouds swirling above. He grunted, standing up and moving his sticky hair out of his face.

Helplessly he stared forwards, his glossy, turquoise eyes re�ecting the street lamp like cat eyes. It was

starting to rain—he could see the freezing, sprinkling rain in the warm light.

Thunder rolled in the sky, �ashes of lightning startling him slightly, making him �inch. His

eyes locked onto a �gure that appeared in the light of the lamp, suddenly scarlet, a bloody grin and a

bright red stare. It vanished before it could get dark again, the light of the lightning faded.

Corbin was taken aback, fear �lling his eyes. He cowered back into the alley, wondering if he

was being hunted by the Highland police, or something. They would �nd that he was down here and

they’d dip him in the water pool and drown him alive, or uh, something—he didn’t know what they

did!

He shivered in the cold, running �ngers through his sopping hair. He turned back to the wall

of the alley, his feet stumbling over each other occasionally, walking with a clumsy step. Lightning

�ashed again. Corbin gazed in horror at the large shadow that towered over the wall, human shaped,

with horns and wings.

“AUUGH!” He nearly fell backwards onto the wet ground. His boots skidded and kicked up

water as he scrambled out of the alley, running down the Main Street of Trent. He felt like he was being
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watched, through the windows that he passed, through any sort of viewpoint the city o�ered. He kept

running for a while. He couldn’t get caught, he couldn’t!

Maybe he was just paranoid. For a moment he stopped, gazing around the shop-lined brick

road from the sidewalk, pondering if he was simply sleep deprived. He continued walking after a

moment, realizing his eyes were glowing because of his nerves. That was not a good look here, or

anywhere, really.

He kept his eyes peeled on the buildings. Their intricate architecture and the large signs in the

windows looked inviting, and sadness �lled him again. He wished he could stay. Voltaire could have

used hi-

Corbin had stepped on a storm drain that dramatically broke underneath his weight. He

screeched again as he fell, splashing into a wet ooze of brown, cloudy water. Corbin nearly vomited at

the smell as his lower half was drenched. It smelled like an actual dumpster, ones that he would have

seen in Halbard with their over�owing material and rotting food waste that rats scurried without fear

in, a �ea and parasite breeding ground from the depths of disgust. Except this was water, and probably

a mix of defecation and urine. Not garbage, which wasn’t as tainted or disgusting, to him, as human

waste was.

He wished he could cover his nose but his hands had already dipped into the sewage. He

desperately looked up at the broken storm drain, and felt tears forming in his eyes. “HELP!” He cried.

The sound echoed through the tunnels, with no response.
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His terror became anger, wading indignantly through the cesspool. His day had already been

terrible, why did it need to become worse? He hoped he could come to some kind of ladder, he could

probably blast the opening o� with Majick if the other one came o� so easily.

After a while, the tunnel became smaller, the space where his head was getting lower. Corbin

was getting stressed that he would have to turn back, but it opened up more as the water lowered and

there was a sidewalk. He dragged himself out of the water, and onto it. Water dripped from his body as

he got up, and it had stained the lower part of his shirt a disgusting, light brown color.

This has to lead somewhere, he thought desperately. He kept walking, trying to wave his hands

around to dry the water o� of them without having to touch any clean part of his body.

Eventually he came to a door, with three diamonds branded into it. A sign on the door read

“Highland personnel only.’’ With those three words, Corbin stared in disbelief.

The Highlands had tunnels into the sewer systems. There was access between the two worlds.

It made sense to him, yet he had never thought of how. Of course! The most hidden place would be

underground. Just like the tunnels!

The door, while old looking, looked as if it was used commonly, with its varnished handles

being rubbed o� slowly, having similar wear of some of the doors used at his school. Corbin grabbed

the knob, and felt his Majick get pulled into it. It was an uncomfortable feeling, but the door unlocked

and he opened it cautiously.

Stairs. Stairs! He could go back home! He quickly ran up for a little ways, before remembering.

Oh right. He would have to climb the elevation of an entire mountain. He slowed down.

This would be awhile.
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The stairs were interrupted by a tunnel, scarcely lit with a majickal torch hanging on the wall

that lit up with a turquoise �ame as Corbin came into its range. The bumpy corridors, sandy �oors and

periodic thick planks of wood that held them up created an ominous feeling inside his head. Corbin

would have to be careful in the underground tunnels; if an elite caught him here, he would be dead. He

would have to stay inconspicuous.

His stomach twisted slightly as he tiptoed close to the wall, trying his hardest to see into the

darkness. Even if he did see someone, he wouldn’t be able to hide anywhere! Every step was full of

dread, and part of him wondered if he should just go back to Trent.

His feet hurt though, and he just wanted to see his own bedroom again. Even if the boarding

school was the only thing he would return to, as he had no family. His heart sank slightly at the idea of

sitting through the drag of classes again, being surrounded by his peers who all radiated arrogance and

pride, and were mean to him for his bad performance. Not only that, but he would de�nitely be

punished for his foolish actions the day before he fell o� the cli� into the Lowlands. He enjoyed the

humbleness of the Lowlands, and felt like he had �nally related to people after 11 years of highland

schooling.

But he continued, lifting his knees as the tunnels became slanted, with little wooden steps

molded into the compact sand of the �oor. The torches would magically light up his Majick color,

turquoise, as he walked by, and as soon as he was out of a ten foot range, it would burn out again. Not

only was it unnerving to have lights automatically reveal where he was wherever he went, it also was

why he couldn’t go back, that right there. The lowlanders did not have Majick like him, and he would
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never be able to relate to them fully. He was, by de�nition, a highlander. Then again, maybe he didn't

belong anywhere.

Corbin continued walking without more thought. He would just upset himself again. The

miserable feeling in his stomach was persistent, though his eyes stayed on the prize.

Corbin had been walking for almost an hour when he stopped and sat on his knees for a

moment after a large incline. He had never been all that active, and the amount he was sweating was

embarrassing. He wiped his face o� with his shoulder, and after a moment, continued. He was

breathing heavily, and his paranoia of being caught was increasing. Someone could �nd him at any

moment, especially with how his wheezing self was making too much noise breathing.

He was about to rest again when he �nally came across double doors, painted white with

intricate carvings. Corbin’s heart burst with joy. Finally, civilization! He sighed with relief. He was glad

the tunnels did not lead him to some dead end, or worse, somewhere not in the highlands he did not

recognize. He walked over the door, jumping out of his skin when the two torches adjacent to the door

belatedly lit themselves before gripping and turning the knob. He did not notice that the torches lit up

with white �ames instead of his blue-green.

He quickly opened and closed the door before actually turning to look at where he just

entered. What the… It was a giant, enchanted library. It’s twisting shelves seemed to go up forever,

eventually the sight of them disappearing into the never ending height of the room, shrouded in

darkness, unable to be seen. Books upon books, and �les upon �les, were along the shelves, very neatly

placed, not one fallen over.
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He carefully stepped in, surrounded by books smelling old, immediately getting the feeling he

wasn't supposed to be here. That only made him more curious. He felt the still air grow signi�cantly

colder once he walked ten feet. Corbin paused for a second, swiveling around to look behind him. Was

someone following him?

No, it didn't seem like it. He sighed quietly, turning back around. Facing him was a red �gure,

the same one as before, �ickering like a disrupted hologram. It met his eyes and grinned, and Corbin

quickly screamed, tripping over his own feet, and turning so quickly he ended up falling backwards, his

head hitting the ground with a thud.

~…~

“Gh-!” Corbin twitched as he woke.

“Salutations, young lad!” The red creature said, o�ering out a monsterous hand, shadowed and

pointed. His build was that of a ghost, slightly transparent, with a sickly red glow. He had sharp elven

ears, and large grinning teeth. The ghost had a small cape cloak, ending below his shoulders, and a

�ared out collar, connected by a diamond pin. His intimidating stance and outward, strange speech

made Corbin backpedal quickly, stumbling backwards like a confused crab. “I’ve been seeking one

such as thyself for one an’a half scores!”

He was in a di�erent part of the bookshelf maze, as if he had been dragged there. It was dark,

the only light being the dim red glow from the stranger’s body.

“Who are you!? Why have you been following me!?” Corbin snapped, pointing the curved

sickle blade towards the �gure’s neck. He simply raised an eyebrow, smirking.
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“I am Ankhali! And I hath seen thou’s dreariest woes. Quite the pessimist, eh?” Ankhali

chuckled to himself, taking a gloved hand and pushing the blade away from himself. His voice was

declarational, loud and obnoxious with a strange pattern to it, like an old man from the early era trying

to sound hip with the times. “Corbin! I hath failed time and time again, but �nally found thy blood

tie! You are tied to the depressed Lowlands, and that is where thou belong! Save them!”

“What in the good God are you going on about?” Corbin asked desperately, barely

comprehending what this man was even saying, let alone what he meant by it.

“First thou must read my pride of a guide, thy sweet words, written of a feather, my journal!”

Ankhali seemed to pull a book out of thin air, tossing it into Corbin’s chest. It was thick, as if it had

been a normal, handmade book bound by string, except more and more pages kept on being added

past its capacity, rather than being continued onto a di�erent book. It had a clip on the front that kept

it from exploding open, which looked like it was two seconds from breaking at any given time. “Shall

tell you everything to know, yes yes!”

“Can you slow your roll? I have no idea what you’re talking about,” Corbin just stood there

defeatedly, arms holding the book awkwardly, staring at this eccentric spirit like he had grown two

heads.

“I must go now! So should you! All thou must know, is—seek the sanctuary again! They have

sought for you in the �elds of gold and by the cats, and yet thou hast abandoned them? Shame on

you!” He spat angrily at Corbin, who’s eyes glittered at the news he was missed. “Go back now!

Someone is on your tail!”

“What!?” Corbin turned around sharply, and was face to face with a silver-eyed boy.
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“Corbin!” The boy stared at him, “You’re alive? I thought you were dead when you fell o� the

cli�!” He scrunched his nose. “Eugh, you sure smell dead—“

“I’m not dead, Killian!” Corbin looked behind him, but Ankhali was gone. The book was still

in his arms, over�lled and leathery. “I need to go back!” His breath caught in his throat. Voltaire! Aw

man, he was stupid! Why did he leave? As if he would get anything other than a severe punishment for

coming back here!

“No, wait, why would you go back?” Killian cried, looking anxious and scared. His hair was a

soft platinum, and his skin pale even in the absent light. “And—that's the property of The Archives!

You can’t take that! Lord Spectre would be so mad at you!” Lord Spectre, the leader of the Highlands

and the Elites that ran it. Corbin shivered at the thought of being caught by such a man, which was a

fear that was creating such a large chasm in his stomach that he was already thinking about how he

could escape this situation.

“Why are you even here Killian? You have as much jurisdiction here as me! Which is—well,

none! I-“ Corbin glanced around rapidly. His eyes glowed their turquoise as he saw a path of red dust

behind Killian, leading through the shelves. Was Ankhali showing him the way out?

“I am training to become the-“ Corbin didn’t let the smaller boy �nish, and simply pushed him

into a bookshelf. He cried out in pain as some books fell on him, but Corbin was out of there. He

grabbed the door handle and swung it open, revealing the old tunnel he had gone up. Follow the same

path. He kicked up the red dust in his wake as he sped down the tunnel.

“Corbin!” He heard Killian’s voice echo through the corridors, and his heart spiked with

anxiety. No, no no. Killian just revealed them both. Why would he do that?
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Corbin tripped and slid down a steep sandy slope. He held his chin to his chest, his nose on the

book he clutched tightly in his arms. Eww, why does it smell like a dead animal? No time to worry

about that, He quickly got up, ignoring his sore bum and continuing down the corridors. Yeah, he

de�nitely went left there. Right? Yeah, sure.

The way down was a lot faster than the way up.

He crawled out of the hole on the street he had initially fallen into. It was still raining, and he

was still protectively clutching the book he had been given. He knew it was important—it had too

much material, and he could smell how old it was. He crouched slightly, covering the book from the

rain as he tirelessly walked in the direction of the sanctuary. It was almost morning, but the storm had

persisted, swirling above as the occasional roll of thunder sounded. Any �ash or loud noise was met by

Corbin �inching out of paranoia, grumbling to himself afterwards about not being so cowardice.

The cold would not allow him to stop trembling, however. The rain soaked his clothes and hair

further, the freeze sinking into his bones. He kept the book safe from the rain, as Ankhali’s words had

given him some solace in his dread-�lled head. Was Voltaire really looking for him? He couldn’t

imagine it. His mind reminded him of how he pushed Killian into a shelf, and he felt bad, one could

have hit him in the head.

Even if Killian pushed him o� the cli� in the �rst place, he still felt he was above getting even.

He was truly ashamed, and started holding back tears. How did he get into this mess? He had

abandoned everything he knew, probably for the last time. He hoped someone would take care of the

plants in his dorm. Not like it would matter anyways. Now some weird spirit was talking to him and he

truly couldn’t return to his old life.
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He saw a large silhouette in the rain and fog, among the �elds of dry grass. His eyes glowed,

recognition piercing through his head.

“Corbin! Where were you? We were so worried about you!” Voltaire’s wife suddenly jumped

o� the large, horse-like Cheetah, bee lining to him, suddenly tackling him and wrapping him in her

arms with a warm embrace. Despite everything, despite how he was once drenched with sewage water

before rain, covered in sand that stuck to his skin and dusted his hair, Mabel was too kind of a woman

to leave him without something kin to parental intimacy.

Why did he leave?

Voltaire jumped down afterwards, still holding the reins of the giant cat. Corbin stared at him

fearfully from Mabel’s shoulder.

That’s why.

This was the man he had betrayed the previous dusk. Ghosting without a word, and now he

would have to face him.

Corbin pulled away from the woman, his steps towards Voltaire echoing in the puddling rain.

“Voltaire I’m sorry, I didn’t mean for such terrible things to happen, I really didn’t-“

Voltaire simply raised a hand. “You are just a boy, and this world is a dark place. Your negligence

was my negligence.” He sighed, rubbing the tired bridge of his nose. The man was only 25, though his

auburn hair, covered by a hat, was dull, and his face wrinkled by stress. “I’m more disappointed that

you left.” His gaze hardened.

Corbin felt his heart drop into his stomach and his throat close up. He awkwardly tried to

swallow, but found himself too sti�. “I want to make it up to you,” He began slowly, his voice shaking.
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He respected the man, which is why he deserved an explanation. “But I need you to know that I am not

a good farmhand. I know your rules are to keep majick out of the farm, but I’m only useful with it. I’m

not strong in my arms, I’m not good at this and I can’t be what you need.” His eyes dropped. He was

still shaking from the cold, though now he couldn’t tell if it was just that, or from nerves.

Voltaire gazed at him, his stony face no di�erent from its usual stance. Corbin simply stood in

front of him, waiting for some kind of belated response, his eyes glowing their nervous turquoise as his

chin pressed his chest.

“Son, you do not need to be anything for me to still be proud of you.” Voltaire said simply, his

deeper voice soft. “You have talents that do not apply to this place, and that’s okay. You stood up to me

just now and told me the brutal truth. I respect that, Corbin.”

Corbin paused, processing his words with a shaky breath.

“Now C'mon, you smell worse than the hogs! Let’s go back to the farm and get you washed.”

Voltaire rubbed Corbin’s back somewhat forcefully, guiding him to the Cheetah. The gigantic, friendly

cat hu�ed in his direction as he was helped onto the tall creature.

Once they were on the road, Corbin leaned into Voltaire’s back. The rain hit against his face

brutally as they raced across the �elds.

He found a place he belonged, and a place where he was wanted. Something he would never

have gotten in the highlands.

And he would protect them, as best he could. Starting with the contents of this book.

~…~
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Killian was standing next to Lord Spectre near the majickal, sacred pool. “So you saw him?”

The short man asked. They were deep in the tunnels, alone, watching the hissing water re�ect and glow

across the cave walls.

“Yes, and he had a book. The book with the M symbol. It’s all old and stu�ed to the brim,”

Killian explained, his brow furrowing. He didn’t know what it was, but knew it was important. He had

told the Lord about the interaction, since it felt…o�. Maybe he was the reason Corbin was not coming

home…his heart tugged slightly with guilt.

The short man’s eyes �ashed with recognition at the mention of the book. “Your friend took it

to the lowlands?” He seemed curious.

“Yessir,” Killian started getting a foreboding feeling. Maybe it was a bad idea to tell him? The

Lord had unnerved him, as he was undead— his skin had turned into a greyed, dull brown, and his

popped veins, pumping majick that was an array of color, could be seen running under his eyes like

tears. Killian couldn’t stomach the sight of him, so he kept his eyes down at the water, their silver

re�ecting the glowing surface of the water. “And he—he said he didn’t want to come back.”

“Thank you for letting me know, it’ll have to be dealt with in a responsible manner,” Reagan

Spectre smiled, bitterness behind his generally positive gaze. There was something there that Killian

was missing, a piece of the older man’s life that Killian wasn’t there for. “don’t you worry about

anything, Killian. Me and the other Elite’s will take care of it. Just focus on your training, you’ll be a

great Elite one day.” The Lord stalked out of the room quickly, leaving Killian alone with his thoughts.
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Killian was left feeling unsatis�ed, seeking the knowledge he didn’t have. With Corbin in the

lowlands, he wouldn’t ever be able to make it up to him. His only friend, yet a rival. He was utterly

alone now, the loneliness seeping in, but the ambition in his heart still blazed furiously.

Time to focus on success, as he always had.
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